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Welcome to the 130th University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee commencement, where we are thrilled to honor our graduates. This is an extra special day to recognize and celebrate our graduating students’ academic efforts, fortitude and remarkable personal commitment.

In celebrating our graduates, we also look to these outstanding individuals with considerable expectations. An academic degree brings newfound opportunities and exceptional value to both the recipient and society. Our world continues to change. And the impact of our graduates will most certainly change the world for the better. Our students, alumni, faculty and staff are engaged in lifelong learning, research, critical thinking and collaboration with businesses, industries, nonprofit organizations and other educational institutions in the region and across the globe. These soon-to-be alumni have set the bar higher for new levels of cooperation, innovation and entrepreneurship.

On behalf of the UWM faculty and staff, I congratulate all of today’s graduating students. When combined with those who graduated last December, there are an impressive 5,000 students who have achieved one of life’s more significant milestones.

To all our guests, I thank you for supporting your adult child, relative, spouse, partner or friend. And to all our graduates, I offer my best wishes in all your endeavors. We look forward to hearing about your achievements.

Best regards,

Mark A. Mone
Chancellor
The Story of the UWM Seal

Official ceremonial activities and actions of the University of Wisconsin–Milwaukee nearly always make use of the UWM seal. It can be found on all significant university documents. The key elements of the UWM corporate seal are the university’s logo in the center and the years above the word “Milwaukee.”

The logo was redesigned in 1999 to more distinctly represent the university. Distinguishing elements of the redesigned logo include the different typefaces used for the letters “UW” and “M,” which reflect the diversity inherent at UW-Milwaukee, and the overlapping of the “W” and the “M” to show the connection between the Universities of Wisconsin and Milwaukee’s university. The two wavy banners below the letters “UWM” show movement and suggest a continuum of education throughout one’s life. The banners also represent waves and emphasize how Milwaukee and the campus are located near water. The nimbus, appearing behind the logo, symbolizes educational enlightenment.

The three years noted in the corporate seal are 1849, 1885 and 1956.

1849 represents the era that higher education began in this state. Wisconsin became the 30th state in the union on May 29, 1848. Less than two months later, on July 26, the University of Wisconsin was established under provisions in the new state constitution. One of the initial steps to prepare students for university was enrolling young people in preparatory classes. On February 5, 1849, 17 boys arrived for preparatory classes in space borrowed from the Madison Female Academy. This date is referred to in Wisconsin education as Founders Day. Then, in autumn 1850, the first University of Wisconsin freshman class assembled in Madison for first-year instruction as part of a four-year college curriculum.

1885 denotes the beginnings of public higher education in Milwaukee at the Milwaukee State Normal School. The Wisconsin Legislature in 1880 approved expanding higher education by establishing nine normal schools around the state. The first students in Milwaukee were admitted in 1885. In the beginning, curriculum was limited to a two-year teacher-training program. As its educational mission evolved, the school’s name changed. It became the Milwaukee State Teachers College in 1927 and the Wisconsin State College, Milwaukee, in 1951.

1956 signals the beginning of the modern era of public higher education in Milwaukee. During the late 1940s and early 1950s, many proposals to expand higher education offerings in Milwaukee were considered. The successful proposal approved in 1955 combined the previously mentioned Wisconsin State College, Milwaukee, and the Milwaukee office of the University Extension Center, an auxiliary of the University of Wisconsin in Madison. The new university was considered a part of the University of Wisconsin and classes at the new University of Wisconsin–Milwaukee began in the fall of 1956.
A Quick History of UWM

The name has changed—several times—but the roots of the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee go back to 1885 when Wisconsin established the Milwaukee Normal School, a two-year teachers college.

Some important dates:

1885 Milwaukee Normal School opens to train teachers in downtown Milwaukee at 18th & Wells
1892 University of Wisconsin offers day and evening classes in Milwaukee
1909 With the completion of a new Milwaukee Normal School building (today’s Mitchell Hall) the campus moves to its present location
1920 The University of Wisconsin Extension Division, formed in 1907, takes over responsibility for UW instruction in Milwaukee
1927 Normal school becomes Milwaukee State Teachers College with 4-year degree
1928 UW Extension opens Milwaukee Center downtown
1951 Milwaukee State Teachers College becomes Wisconsin State College with liberal arts degrees
1956 WSC & UW Milwaukee Extension merge to form UWM
1961 The 8.6-acre Milwaukee-Downer Seminary site, including 3 buildings, is purchased
1963 UWM offers first PhD degree, in mathematics
1964 UWM buys Milwaukee-Downer College buildings, expands campus
1965 UWM purchases the 6.3-acre Milwaukee University School campus
1970 Three residence towers, collectively called Sandburg Halls, open for student housing
1988 UW System designates eight Centers of Excellence at UWM
1995 Division of Outreach and Continuing Education Extension (now the School of Continuing Education) moves to new offices in the downtown Plankinton Building
2000 UWM awards diploma to 125,000th graduate; UWM named among top 102 public doctoral research universities in nation.
2001 Governor announces honors academy at UWM.
2002 Helene Zelazo Center for the Performing Arts opens. Fourth tower added to Sandburg Residence Halls.
2005 Men’s basketball team advances to Sweet 16 in NCAA Tournament.
2010 The School of Freshwater Sciences and Zilber School of Public Health become the first new academic schools established at UWM since the 1960s. UWM acquires the former Columbia Hospital campus: 11 acres; seven building with more than 800,000 gross square feet of space; and about 900 parking spaces.
2016 UWM is named a top-tier Research 1 (R1) doctoral university by the Carnegie Classification of Institutions of Higher Education. UWM is one of only two R1 institutions in Wisconsin.
2018 UWM retains top-tier Research 1 (R1) doctoral university by the Carnegie Classification of Institutions of Higher Education.
2019 UWM successfully completes a comprehensive fundraising campaign, Making Milwaukee, Shaping the World: The Campaign for UWM. More than 21,000 donors made over 70,000 gifts totaling $251 million, supporting scholarships, research and major initiatives, including the Connected Systems Institute and the Northwestern Mutual Data Science Institute.
2020 For the third consecutive time UWM is named top-tier Research (R1) status. UWM is one of only 137 institutions of 3,298 nationwide to receive this recognition.

By the turn of the 20th century, the school had expanded to offer programs in the liberal arts and science as well as education. By the 1930’s, the school, now called Milwaukee State Teachers College, was a national leader in innovative teacher education, with 1,500 students. A student from the 1916-17 academic year, Golda Meir, became prime minister of Israel from 1969-1974.

After World War II, the College was authorized to award four-year bachelor’s degrees and, in 1951, became Wisconsin State College. Five years later it combined with the Milwaukee Extension Center, which had been the local outreach program of the University of Wisconsin in Milwaukee. Together, the two institutions became the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, with its focus on academic research, teaching and community service.

Since its founding, UWM has expanded its programs so that today its 9 schools and colleges offer 103 undergraduate programs, 69 master’s and 39 doctoral degrees.
CHANCELLOR’S MEDALLION

The medallion for Chancellor Mark Mone was designed and fabricated by Frankie Flood, Associate Professor of Art and Design, after talking with Chancellor Mone about his vision for UWM’s future. With water from Lake Michigan in its center chamber – and spheres representing how student knowledge grows at UW-Milwaukee – the Chancellor’s Medallion is full of symbolism specific to UWM.

THE MEANING OF ACADEMIC REGALIA

Academic gowns were worn as early as the 12th century. Their primary purpose then was to protect the wearer against the elements. When accepted styles of dress began to change in the 16th century, those in the legal and medical professions as well as scholars in the universities retained the traditional dress of gowns and hoods. The origin of the cap is unclear.

Styles and colors had no particular meaning until 1895 when an “Intercollegiate Code” established design and color criteria. The bachelor’s gown has long, pointed sleeves and is designed to be worn closed. The master’s gown has an oblong sleeve open at the wrist; the rear part of its oblong shape is square cut, the front part has an arc cut away. The gown may be worn open or closed. The doctor’s gown has velvet down the front with three bars of the same velvet across the sleeves. It may be worn open or closed.

The academic hood is the visual representation of the academic degree. The level of the degree is indicated by the length of the hood and the width of its velvet edging, with the doctoral hood being the largest. The color of the lining of the hood denotes the school conferring the degree, the color of the velvet binding denotes the field of study. The color denoting the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee is gold, dark blue is the color denoting philosophy; therefore, all recipients of the Doctor of Philosophy degree (PhD) at UWM wear hoods lined with gold and trimmed in dark blue velvet.

Other trim colors that you may observe among the masters candidates and the faculty are:

- BLUE VIOLET—Architecture
- WHITE—Art
- BROWN—Art/Dance/Drama
- BEIGE—Business Administration
- LIGHT BLUE—Education
- ORANGE—Engineering/Computer Science
- PEACOCK—Human Resources and Labor Relations
- LEMON—Library & Information Science
- PINK—Music
- APRICOT—Nursing
- SALMON—Public Health
- GOLD—Science
- CITRON—Social Work/Criminal Justice

Honors: The gold cord, worn by some of the bachelor’s degree candidates, identifies those students who have been awarded Commencement Honors for high academic achievement throughout their career at UWM. An asterisk (*) is directly after the names of bachelor’s degree candidates awarded Commencement Honors in this program.

The pewter-colored stole recognizes undergraduate students receiving the Honor’s Degree. This special diploma is awarded in recognition of outstanding academic achievement to students who have completed the requirements of the University Honors College and achieved an overall grade point average of 3.5 or above.

The red, white, and blue cord is being worn by our veterans and military service members.

The fountain mist (teal) cord is debuting at the May 2024 commencement ceremony and signifies student donors who support the UWM Foundation in honor of the Senior Class Gift.

The black and gold stole worn by some undergraduate students, identifies our McNair Scholars, our future leaders who come from first generation and diverse backgrounds. These students have completed a selective and rigorous research program that prepares them to enter graduate school.
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ACADEMIC DEANS COUNCIL

MO ZELL
   Interim Dean, College of the Arts & Architecture

KEVIN HARTMAN
   Head of School, Peck School of the Arts

KAUSHAL CHARI
   Dean, Sheldon B. Lubar College of Business

TINA FREIBURGER
   Dean, College of Community Engagement & Professions

BRETT A. PETERS
   Dean, College of Engineering and Applied Science

REBECCA KLAPER
   Dean, School of Freshwater Sciences

SIMON BRONNER
   Dean, College of General Studies

KRISTIAN O’CONNOR
   Interim Dean, Graduate School and Office of Research

SCOTT GRONERT
   Dean, College of Letters & Science

KIM LITWACK
   Dean, College of Health Professions & Sciences

AMY HARLEY
   Interim Dean, Joseph J. Zilber School of Public Health
BLACK COMMENCEMENT ORDER OF CEREMONY

PRELUDE
   UWM Wind Ensemble
   Dr. Thomas Gamboa

PROCESSIONAL
   Audience please remain seated during Processional

THE NATIONAL ANTHEM
   Corissa Vought-Carey, vocalist

WELCOME
   Mark A. Mone, Chancellor
   University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

GREETINGS FROM THE BOARD OF REGENTS
   Karen Walsh, President of the Board of Regents of The Universities of Wisconsin

COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS
   Jeffery Yabuki,
   Chairman of Motive Partners

VIDEO FROM THE UWM ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
   Domonique Ford, Secretary of UWM Alumni Association
   Michelle Putz, Chair of UWM Alumni Association

CONFERRAL OF ACADEMIC DEGREES
   Mark A. Mone, Chancellor
   Andrew Daire, Provost and Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs

RECESSIONAL
   Audience please remain seated during Recessional
JEFFERY YABUKI
Chairman of Motive Partners

Jeff Yabuki is the Chairman of Motive Partners, a specialist private equity firm powering the forefront of global fintech, where he brings renowned leadership experience and a track record of unlocking the best in companies — and people — to drive exceptional investor returns. In this role, he also serves as Chairman and CEO of Investcloud, a global leader in wealth management technology. Yabuki has been named among the most innovative leaders in America by Forbes magazine for his transformational impact in business.

Jeff was CEO of Fiserv Inc. from December 2005 to May 2020, where he nearly tripled revenue and delivered an unprecedented shareholder return of 969% through 2019 by evolving the organization from a traditional holding company into a unified, global leader in financial services and innovative payments technology. He was also named Chairman of the Board in 2019 and served in that additional role until his departure at the end of 2020. Under Yabuki’s leadership, Fiserv was recognized from 2007-2020 11 times among Fortune’s World’s Most Admired Companies. The Fiserv brand also became more widely known with the naming rights of Fiserv Forum, the home of the NBA champion Milwaukee Bucks.

Prior to Fiserv, Jeff was Executive Vice President and Chief Operating Officer at H&R Block for six years, where he led ambitious business-model transformations that positioned the tax giant for new sources of growth in the digital and financial spaces. Before that, he held a progression of leadership positions over 12 years at American Express, after starting his career as a CPA.

Jeff’s ability to align strategic vision and operational excellence is sought after globally serving as a member of the board for the Royal Bank of Canada, Nasdaq and as Chairman of Sportradar. He also Chairs the Milwaukee Art Museum Board of Trustees, is a Trustee at the Los Angeles County Museum of Art and is on the board of directors of Project Healthy Minds.

As part of a continued passion to help others realize their full potential, Jeff founded The Yabuki Family Foundation in 1999 to support innovative initiatives that tackle some of the world’s toughest problems, with a particular focus on mental and emotional health, family, education, arts and social justice.
In 2021 the family foundation finalized a groundbreaking $20 million gift to Children’s Wisconsin — the largest single contribution in the history of the organization — to confront the growing pediatric mental health crisis. The gift spurred the creation of the first large-scale delivery model that integrates mental health services at every touch point, from homes to schools to routine checkups. It also inspired the Emmy winning short documentary “A Brother’s Journey” in which Jeff tells the story of his brother’s lifelong battle with depression and shares a vision for every child to receive access to the care they need before problems become catastrophic.

To give back in a different way, Jeff also serves as the Sheldon B. Lubar Executive in Residence at the Lubar School of Business at University of Wisconsin–Milwaukee, where he teaches and mentors the next generation of global talent in areas of fintech, strategy and leadership.
PRELUDE
   UWM Wind Ensemble
   Dr. Thomas Gamboa

PROCESSIONAL
   Audience, please remain seated during Processional.

THE NATIONAL ANTHEM
   Grace McMahon, vocalist

WELCOME
   Mark A. Mone, Chancellor
   University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

GREETINGS FROM THE BOARD OF REGENTS
   Karen Walsh, President of the Board of Regents of The Universities of Wisconsin

GREETINGS FROM THE UWM ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS
   Jeffery Yabuki,
   Chairman of Motive Partners

CONFERRAL OF HONORARY DEGREES
   Mark A. Mone, Chancellor
   Andrew Daire, Provost and Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs

VIDEO FROM THE UWM ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
   Darian Dixon, board member of UWM Alumni Association
   Laura Glawe, board member of UWM Alumni Association

CONFERRAL OF ACADEMIC DEGREES
   Mark A. Mone, Chancellor
   Andrew Daire, Provost and Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs

RECESSIONAL
   Audience, please remain seated during Recessional.
DOCTORAL DEGREES

GRADUATE SCHOOL
Kristian O’Connor
Interim Provost for Research and Dean of the Graduate School

ANTHROPOLOGY
Sarah Ann Boncal
Alexis Marie Jordan
Allison Marie Kotowicz
Marcus A Schulenburg

ARCHITECTURE
Cynthia Elizabeth Anderson
Seung Youp Lee
Kristian Dee Vaughn
Chelsea Alison Wait

ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCE
Andrew Aden Westgate

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
Vidhya Basak
Olivia Susan Feagles
Shanice Crystal Piango
Laura Anne Rolfs
Kane David Stratman

BIOMEDICAL AND HEALTH INFORMATICS
Robert L Adams
Ahmed Abdullah Alqheidan
Li Chih Tsai
Santhosh Yegnaraman

CHEMISTRY
Leah Elizabeth Johnson
Prithu Mondal
Eron Saxon
Ali Taufeeque

COMMUNICATION
Benjamin Lee Davis
Jillian Marie Schemenauer
Brandon Straight
Jaclyn Willenborg

ECONOMICS
Benjamin Charles Adams
Satyanshu Kumar
Avigyan Sengupta
Matthew Theobald

EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY
Stephanie Gail Burrows
Isha Hammad
Tory Skye Mertz
Soonhwa Paek
Kristen Ann Ricondo
Rachel Anne Skarsten
Kirsten Lynn Thiemke
Jennifer Moore Vice-Reshel

ENGINEERING
Amine Daali
Zhiqin Qiang
Dantong Qiu
Saif Mohammad Shehab Al Hamad
Khaled Alrfou
Rawan Ibrahim Abdel Rahman Aqel
Md AssadUzZaman
Mrinal Kanti Dhar
Zhaoxiang He
Benyamin Sadeghi
Isaac Benjamin Schwab

ENGLISH
Jordan Zachary Adler
Arwa Hamed Almasaari
Seth Tyler Copeland
Danielle M Harms
Lee Kathryn Hodge
Ryan Nicholas House
Canese Linn Jarboe
Kristine Amanda Koyama
Janelle Malagon
Blue Aslan Philip Profitt
John Timothy Thurgood
Andrew Carlyle Urban
Ryan Paul Winn
Doctoral Degrees

ENVIROMENTAL HEALTH SCIENCE
Victor Alfonso Florez Garcia
Wuttiporn Rerkamnuaychoke
Justin Yu

EPIDEMIOLOGY
Lydia Post

GEOSCIENCES
Mark K Borucki

HEALTH SCIENCES
Robert F Frediani
Reshma James
Lauren Angela Selingo
Jacqueline E Westerdahl
Mason Dennis Drake
Mukta Joshi

INFORMATION STUDIES
Sukwon Lee
Benjamin Ombati Omwando

KINESIOLOGY
Madison Sydney Mach
Julian Martinez

LINGUISTICS
Maaly Ahmad-Salim Al Omary
Lauren Elizabeth Clark
Dong Jin Kim
Sujin Oh

MANAGEMENT SCIENCE
William John Achia
Donglai Bao
Mahsa Hosseinabadi
Maryam Nezhadian
Narjes Nouri
Natalie Marie Schneider
Megha Yadav
Xiaoxia Zhu

MATHEMATICS
Gitte Kremling
Mohammed Adjei Adjeteh
Precious Kobina Aklasu
William James Braubach
Steffen Domke
Russell James Alexander Latterman
Daniel Walter Noelck
Linjiao Wu

NURSING
Hanan Abdallah Mahmoud Abusbaitan
Musab Mohammad Mahmoud Almanaseer
Imteyaz Ali Barakat El Jarrah
Anwar Mousa Mohammad Eyadat
Kylateia Georgianne Farrar-Stern
Ammar Muhye Aldeen Ahmad Hammouri
Thefaf Abdulrahman O Hashem
Aisha Kendrick
Dorothy C Kent
Suzanne Beth Kreuziger
Karen Michelle Loewenson
Suzanne M Mullis
Chuthamas Payjapoh
Casey Schlacher
Pamela Elise Treisman
Patrick John Wilcox

NURSING PRACTICE
Katrina Laura Arnold
Heather Anne Behling
Christy Chang
Clare Anne Costello
Holly Ann Derenne
Sara Lynn Ashley Duthie
Lauren Elizabeth Dziak
Colleen Lawlor Eckert
Stephen Michael Ellis
Marloe Vanessa Esch
Rachel Leigh Gardetto
Colleen Henley
Mai Soua Her
Kelly Rae Hirsch
Michael Ryan Lamp
Jennifer Lyn Lange
Maren Brooke Moore
Jeremy Donald Nelsen
Jaclyn Michelle Nelson
Elfrida Nwachukwu
Ashley Lynn Rehbaum
Jayme Beth Servia
Kayla Elizabeth Sievert
Pamela Souders
Christina Marie Stallard
Christopher Edward Stein
Lisa Marie Stranks
Meheza Tchedie Pannla
Cory Haviland Thompson
Gabrielle Antonia Weis
Sara Rae Wollemann
Paia Yang-Xiong
OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY
Michelle Sari Kaye Silverman

PHYSICAL THERAPY
Cali Monet Beere
Sarah Sue Bichler
Lauren Olivia Boeckman
Jacob Robert Boese
Sarah Jane Chartrand
Alejandro Rene Diaz
Adané NaChan Durham
Nicole Arlene Frank
Megan Gauss
Thomas John Henricks
Sanjeev Peter Knotek
Olivia Rae Krause
Zachary Kyung Leinbach
Trevor James McMichael
Mckenna Helen Myers
Abigail Claire Nowakowski
Mitchel Olson
Nathaniel John Osterloo
Maggie Julia Penning
Clare Elizabeth Posto
Brittany Noelle Redmond-Hawk
Kaleb SandellClark
Lyndsey Kathlene Soderbeck
Stefanie Marie Thomas
Nicholas Thor
Salina Nicole Winslow

PHYSICS
Dhruba Prasad Adhikari
Adil Amin
Joel T Nowitzke
Anarya Ray
Caitlin Amarantha Rose

POLITICAL SCIENCE
Enes Ayasli
Shin Young Park

PSYCHOLOGY
Kathryn Anne Balistreri
Sara Katharine Pardej
Maryam Ayazi
Joseph D Censor
Emily Anne Munoz Christopher
Martin Reynolds Ryan Michael
Sullivan

PUBLIC HEALTH
Immaculate Apchemengich
Naa Dede Kuma Afua Hesse
Marin Evelyn Schmitt
Megan Mallory Wahl
Shailja Tiku

SOCIOLOGY
Kristen Lynn Schmidt

URBAN EDUCATION
Alanna Marie Harris
Edward Raymond Janairo
Calvin Lewis
Erin Elizabeth O’Halloran
Sarah St Martin
Tanekeya Shantrice Word
Johanna C Groene
Melissa Mae Manley

URBAN STUDIES
Katherine Kocisky
MASTERS DEGREES

GRADUATE SCHOOL
Kristian O’Connor
Interim Provost for Research and Dean of the Graduate School

COORDINATED MASTER’S DEGREE PROGRAMS

ARCHITECTURE/ URBAN PLANNING
Master of Architecture and Master of Urban Planning

Belle Otte
Steven Tyler Rasmussen

ART HISTORY/ LIBRARY & INFORMATION SCIENCE
Master of Arts and Master of Library Information Science

Mirel Crumb
Chloe Rose Joy
Haley Rose Steines

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION/INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT
Master of Business Administration and Master of Science

James Edwin Kavanagh
Neng Moua

CRIMINAL JUSTICE & CRIMINOLOGY/SOCIAL WORK
Master of Science and Master of Social Work

Hanna Jo Kuppenbender

HISTORY/ LIBRARY & INFORMATION SCIENCE
Master of Arts and Master of Library and Information Science

Colleen Rose Fischer
Anna Eileen Rohl
Elizabeth Jane Spaide

LIBRARY & INFORMATION SCIENCE/ MUSIC
Master of Library and Information Science and Master of Music

Elizabeth Ann de Leon
Mykah Danielle Snyder

LIBRARY & INFORMATION SCIENCE/ URBAN STUDIES
Master of Library and Information Science and Master of Science

Nathaniel Joseph Tease

LIBRARY & INFORMATION SCIENCE/ WOMEN’S & GENDER STUDIES
Master of Library and Information Science and Master of Arts

Taryne Heredia
Nik’talia Jules

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION/ URBAN PLANNING
Master of Public Administration and Master of Urban Planning

Tayler Lauren Jones

PUBLIC HEALTH/ SOCIAL WORK
Master of Public Health and Master of Social Work

Jo Guillian Uy Cabrera
Winifred Delia Chastek

MASTER’S DEGREES

ADMINISTRATIVE LEADERSHIP
Master of Science

Lena-Rose Mohammad Abu-Saif
Rebecca Denise Benedict
Gabrielle Jasmine Dryden
Christopher M Earle
Janay Marie Eichelberger
Bianca Danielle Howell
Clara Reyna Huerta
Chavandalyn Deloris Jackson
Tensie Rashon Jackson
Rachel Elisa Kaelin
Sarah Christine Knowlton
Katie Marie Larson
Jamie Lynn Loudbear Wayka
Michelle Ann Miles
Morad Walid Natasha
Margaret Yvonne Nowicki
Kylie Aislinn Perez
Tyler Robert Schmidt
Mackenzie Lynn Sevcik
Keisha Lynn Stuart
Aaron Stephen Tajnai
Sarah Nicole Weidner
Katey Lynn Willms
ANTHROPOLOGY
Master of Science
Rachel Bernice-Mae Blake
Melanie Jeanne Gruenstern
Reagan Leigh Herdt
Angela Katherine Jacksack
Lauren Elizabeth Jones
Hailey Michelle Lorenzen
Beatrice Adriana Lozano
Christopher James Rowe
Bryan John Schutte
Ashley Taylor Smith

ARCHITECTURE
Master of Architecture
Master of Science
Danya Hani Almoghrabi
Mansi Awatramani
Chava Baum
Logan Alexander Benink
Camila Susana Burneo Maldonado
Mara Nicole Charpentier
Amanda Chooraman
Fouzia Kamal Emon
Tayler Timothy Forsberg
Shavonte Marie Grant
Patrick Daniel Groh
Teresa Marie Klopp
Maia Hester Koehnlein
Maritza Lazcano
Eli Watson Lingle
Katherine Anne MacDonald
Duncan Patrick McGlachlin
Ezequiel Paniagua
Anshika Pathak
Sorour Roustazadeh
Sueleen Santi Turquiello
Hiba Shahid
Jonathan William Tews
Anya Schlenker Vanecek
Bennett William Westling
Adam Hue Xiong
Matthew Greg Sadowski

ART HISTORY
Master of Arts
Mary Katherine Batagianis
Tsui-Ching Hammond
Morgan Marie Moore
Nicole Leigh Ranney
Sarah Emily Spiller

ART
Master of Fine Arts
Lillian Lucille Dyer
Emmanuel Enrique Guerra
Catherine Kristy Lisle
Thomas Colton Romero
Eric David Skadson

ATHLETIC TRAINING
Master of Science
Victoria Jo Carver
Lindsey Joanne Ferr
Olivia Lynn Fox
Alessandria Hanson
George Stephen Kalioras
Liliana Lucyann Leguizamo
Grace Anne Mawhinney
Dayton Michelle Pye
Michelle Lynn Spicer
Morgan Ashley Trinko

ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCE
Master of Science
Danica Sue Brezovar
Collin Paul DeYoung
Ariel Ruben Tickner-Ernst

BIOMETRICS
Master of Science
Sarah Emad Alshafei
Bryanna Andrey
Brooke Erin Bojar
Aundreya MaeAnne Haelfrisch
Rishika Joshi
Hamming Mu
Sri Venkata Anandavalli Nallapati
Nathalia Rocha Lainetti

BIOSCIENCES
Master of Science
Mary Katherine Batagianis
Tsui-Ching Hammond
Morgan Marie Moore
Nicole Leigh Ranney
Sarah Emily Spiller

BIOSTATISTICS
Master of Science
Danya Hani Almoghrabi
Mansi Awatramani
Chava Baum
Logan Alexander Benink
Camila Susana Burneo Maldonado
Mara Nicole Charpentier
Amanda Chooraman
Fouzia Kamal Emon
Tayler Timothy Forsberg
Shavonte Marie Grant
Patrick Daniel Groh
Teresa Marie Klopp
Maia Hester Koehnlein
Maritza Lazcano
Eli Watson Lingle
Katherine Anne MacDonald
Duncan Patrick McGlachlin
Ezequiel Paniagua
Anshika Pathak
Sorour Roustazadeh
Sueleen Santi Turquiello
Hiba Shahid
Jonathan William Tews
Anya Schlenker Vanecek
Bennett William Westling
Adam Hue Xiong
Matthew Greg Sadowski

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Master of Business Administration
Samaa Abed
Stephan Christian Alber
Naji Allan
Leina Araceli Alvarado Vargas
Nina Michele Amidei
Kari Louise Anderson
Fatema Marwan Atshan
Thanmayee Ayanala Yasaswini Sai
Hayley Lynn Barnier
Alyssa Jane Bero
Gabriella Grace Bestul
Vedanth Biyani
Nikunj Rajeshkumar Brahmbhatt
Caroline Catlin
Marisol Angelica Corral
Casey Daniel Crain
Grace Elizabeth Crowley
Savannah Alexandra Daniel
Bobby Isaiah Davis
Aleksandar Djuric
Kaitlyn Marie Drzewiecki
Md Amir Foysal
Kerrigan Marie Fritz
Dietrich Edward Glenn
Isabelle Sofia Gollette
continued

**BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION**

Timothy Daniel Granzow  
Apoorva Gupta  
Lior Hadas Halevi  
Christopher Ryan Hamilton  
Shaun Michael Hampton  
Leon Paul Hess  
Karah Leigh Hollis  
Prithvi Hombali  
Sok Mei Ieong  
Madeline Grace Illman  
Mansee Jalan  
Cody J Janiga-Stoll  
Scott Andrew Janoska  
Akhshay Kumar Navratan Jinnani  
Adam James Kahto  
Cullen D Karinen  
Afman Ali Khatib  
Joshua David Kidder  
Muskan Pyarali Lalani  
David Edward Lopour  
Mallory Marie Lor  
Christa Lyons  
Lucero Coral Maury Alvarado  
Kelly Susan Meier  
Ariana Mae Miller  
Laura Rose Menard Mueller  
Avik Mukherjee  
Ayesha Nooruddin Naik  
Mikhail Y Nemaydykh  
Eric Paul Nordberg  
Rania Obaina  
Chenoah Christine Olson  
Brennan Patrick Pralle  
Joshua John Rusniak  
Wendy Ann Sales  
Alexander Robert Schroeder  
Kalila A M Schumacher  
Gino Vincenzo Scuncio  
Saksha Balakrishna Shetty  
Jordan Anthony Smith  
Zachary Brian Stanley  
Jordyn Ann Steams  
Angelo Stuart  
Sean Michael Tabbert  
Trevor Thiemer  
Rhanisha Tillman-Hill  
Sean Roy Tillmon Jr  
Rachel Ann Van Dusen  
Anmol Vatta

Vanisha Walker  
Jalisa Loni Welch  
Krisanne Lindsay Welles  
Jaelyn Robert Yach  
Megan Marie Yach  
Emily Rose Yourich  
Shah Nawaz Zafar

**CINEMATIC ARTS**  
*Master of Fine Arts*

Sarah Elizabeth Ballard  
Samantha Jo Drake  
Kara Ditte Hansen  
Milton Hugo Secchi  
Gillian Marie Waldo  
Liyan Zhao

**COMMUNICATION**  
*Master of Arts*

Oluwatunmise Sarah Fasipe  
Julianne Christine Haley  
Joshua John Holt  
Christiana Oluwakemi Ibiwoye  
Kristina Logunova  
John Alexander Miller  
Dennis Ekwemnachukwu Okeke  
Benjamin Stanford Stern  
Jannatul Ferdous Zinia

**COMMUNICATION SCIENCES & DISORDERS**  
*Master of Science*

Madeline Gehr Auchter  
Hailey Alexandria Babcock  
Keira Laurine Bittner  
Kasey Angela Clarke  
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Connolly  
Katelyn Gruell  
Kristin Her  
Jena Hicks  
Baylie Suzanne Holum  
Blake Taylor Howard  
Angelica Huebler  
Emily Anne Kassens  
Emma Jacqueline Kelliher  
Elizabeth Laura Koenen  
Bethany Dawn Leinss  
Valerie Elizabeth Lynch  
Kristin Taylor Matson  
Olivia Lynn Morrison  
Lauren Elizabeth Reinke  
Katherine Seybold Ritter  
Alyssa Jane Ruehlow  
Jehan Nabil Salous  
April Sorenson  
Allison Lynn Weiler  
Nicole Julia Weiss  
Lauren Elizabeth Whitman  
Morgan Witt

**COMPUTER SCIENCE**  
*Master of Science*

Shreya Adla  
Rushitha Reddy Amireddy  
Rishika Bachu  
Tharan Bala  
Vineeth Barrenkala  
Nikhil Sai Bobburi  
Sowparni Borra  
Alain Jesus Castro  
Shreyas Dhananjay Chate  
Siddharth Chatla  
Sai Eka Vardhan Reddy Chitreddy  
Abdul Rahim Choudhary  
Mihir Dixit  
Anurag Domala  
Venkata Harshini Ganti  
Surya Kiran Reddy Garugu  
Abhinaya Sri Ginne  
Shoby Gnanasekaran  
Anirudh Gokamalla  
Krupakar Gummadavelli  
Lonny Glen Burke Howard  
Satish Jagadish  
Sai Sangameswara Aadithya Kanduri  
Aishwarya Kannoth Putlumbath  
Shiva Karthik Reddy Kasarla  
Gayatri Kasturi  
Mir Mustafa Ali Khan  
Adeshvar Kishor Mullath  
Sushmanmutha Kondeti  
Vikash Kumar  
Rajesh Mahendran  
Sai Krishna Mechineni  
Kamith Vindula Mirisse  
Abhishek Mitlapalli  
Nabeel Ahmed Mohammad  
Tariq Nawaz Khan Mohammed  
Arpan Mondal  
Jagdish Sai Mulley  
Navitha Naralachetty
Master’s Degrees

CRIMINAL JUSTICE
Master of Science

Michelle Ann Grasso

CRIMINAL JUSTICE & CRIMINOLOGY
Master of Science

Graycia Ann Carter
Amerika Raeney Goad
Navail Iman Indhosacad
Tanner James Jarosinski
Alexis Nicole
Komondoros Williams
Yaminah Nayo Powell
Kayli Stauch
Troy Arnold Wenzlaff
Alexandria Elizabeth Wiseman
Kyle Jeffrey Wright
Theodore Patrick Zuniga-Meyer
Joseph William Kaberlein

CULTURAL FOUNDATIONS OF COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT AND EDUCATION
Master of Science

Elizabeth Violet Aldrich
Natalie Guevara
Alison Margaret Houle
Dayanara Moon
Clint Dejuan Myrick
Rachel Ann Straus
Jensen Vandiver

CURRICULUM & INSTRUCTION
Master of Science

Dayanara Moon
Clint Dejuan Myrick
Rachel Ann Straus
Jensen Vandiver
Justin James Alleman
Amy Lynn Baer
Sarah Jane Baxter
Kate Anna Darling
Lauren Danielle Feuling
Stephanie Suzanne Gebhard
Tiffany Desirea Hagey
Nature R Horton
Kathryn Ann Janusiak
Marcie K Kurtz
Keegan Michael Marifern
Erin McReynolds
Wyatt Henry Meyer
Jennifer Nicole Minikowski
Robert Thomas Patterson
Janet Perez
Damieshia Perkins
Rose Catherine Peterson
Camille Rose Potterfield
Ashley Dugan Schettl
Alexandra Marie Schmidt
Jana Elizabeth Schwai
Rigel Michelle Scruggs
Brian Henry Smith
Theodore Edmond Snyder
Erin Patricia Soens
Mark Suminski
Carmen Alexis Therriault
Maxwell Eli Uvena-Stefanovich
Allyson Barbara Weiland
Brooke Amanda Weter

DATA SCIENCE
Master of Science

Sai Lokesh Banothu
Shailendra Bhushan
Christopher Cook
Saaaheswar Gamidi
Sharath Chandra Kommuri
Sai Kirthik Mantri
Ashwini Naidu Ratnala

EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY
Master of Science

Alexis Therese Anderson
Kimberlee Anne Berger
Brooke Rose Branscombe
Bradley Kyle Brown
Dominique Janay Butler
Cahre Jo Clayburn
Allison Marilyn Cleary
Morgan Marie Clemence
Carter Leigh Elizabeth Crowley
Ashley Catherine Czubinski
Jenna Marie Dale
Danielle Mae Marie Dillenburg
Laura Michelle Dirk
Hayley Doran
Morgan Shae Esselman
Stephanie R Flores
**Master’s Degrees**

**continued**

**EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY**

Katelyn Fox  
Hannah Kathleen Frett  
Samantha Leigh Giles  
Brittany Ann Gish  
Molly Haleblian  
Hanna Hubbard Henry  
Katarina Irena Jaksic  
Brianna Jashinsky  
Marquis Lee Johnson  
Meghan Lottie Helen Johnson  
Brianna N Kirnbauer  
Lilly Ann Klingsporn  
Angela Koch  
Morgan Lynn Lovy  
Sophia Marquez  
Kennedy Marie Metoxen  
Jennifer Lynn Miller  
Mei Lin Huguette Nall  
Hailey Elizabeth Olson  
Paige Taylor Pierzchalski  
Jenna Nicole Rheingans  
Abigail Elizabeth Seefeld  
Tanner Dakota Simpson  
Riley Sailer Skarda  
Emily Rose Skenandore  
Emily Nicole Skorik  
Pamela Adams Sprewer  
Zachary Ethan Thomas  
Ashley Nicole Trapp  
Kirsten Rose Van Dyke  
Alejandra Vazquez  
Ashley Rose Wagner  
Cierra Whaley  
Hannah Elisabeth Wieczorek  
Kara Vanetta Williams  
Olivia Louise Wood  
Sarah Lynn Woulfe  
Leigha Rae Young  

**ENGINEERING**

*Master of Science*

Andrea Alonso  
Jomah Mohammad Eyadeh Alzoubi  
Yu Chieh Chuang  
Morgan Suzanne Connaughton  
Gabriela Davila Albor  

Amy Jo Deringer  
Shashank Ganji  
Omar Raed Abdelkarim Habash  
Md Emanul Haque  
Ryan Randall Harris  
Yu Sheng Hsieh Sr  
Ryan Kabir  
Cody Christopher Lang  
Joseph Raymond Lentz  
Tien Tzu Liu  
Soheil Malekshah  
Vishal Martha  
April Mary Miller  
Michael Robert Moen Jr  
Brian Philip Patterson  
John Peter Poulakos  
Peter W Shea  
Hsuan Yuan Siauw  
Niveditha Sivadasanam  
Hao Yu Wang  
Hao Yu Wang  
Shyang En Weng  
Francis En Yoong Wong  

**ENGLISH**

*Master of Arts*

Kyleigh Jaye Halfenger  
Claire Elisabeth Hoenecke  
Rachel Shelly La Due  
Ingrid Ann Meulemans  
Haley Nicole Rodriguez  
Francisco Scartozzi  
Blessing Akpevweoghenw Uwisike  

**EXCEPTIONAL EDUCATION**

*Master of Science*

Ruth Marie Niles II  
Elizabeth Anne Splitberger  
Kaytlin Nichole Sweda  

**FRESHWATER SCIENCES**

*Master of Science*

Joseph Thomas Bevington  
Susan A Borchardt  
John Peter Conto  
Carley Rose DeLong  
Alexander Jeffrey Gregory  
Gage Justman Hunter  
Eric James Keyser  

Anna Christine Kryshak  
Brenden James Nihart  
Gwendolyn Margaret Ough  
Rachel Ann Smith  
Trent Alan Thurston  
Sophia Ellen Ward  

**GEOGRAPHY**

*Master of Science*

Miracle Oluwasegun Mark  
Christopher Jerald Archuleta  
Mathew Chidera Ugwuanyi  

**GEOSCIENCES**

*Master of Science*

Katherine Mae Maxine Bober  
Dylan Alexander Childs  
Cameron David Essex  
Owen James Miller  
Justin Joseph Peschman  
Melissa M Sikes  
Kaitlyn Marie Truss  

**HEALTH CARE INFORMATICS**

*Master of Science*

Pradeepsaikrishna Adapa  
Meenakshi Anupindi  
Naresh Kumar Reddy Chinna  
Subbannagari  
Reshma Sahithi Dangeti  
Prerana Deekonda  
Krishna Tulasi Kankanampati  
Akshay Karlawar  
Lokesh Kotha  
Shazia Kounain  
Mariya Teja Kunduru  
Sindhu Madhuri Laghimsetty  
Sai Prathap Mariyala  
Sohail Pasha Mohammed  
Manoj Kumar Pacha  
Sumit Ghanshyambhai Pipaliya  
Sindhuja Surineni  
Syed Mohiuddin
HEALTHCARE
ADMINISTRATION
Master of Healthcare Administration
Abyaz Abrar
Nitish Shrikar Bangalore
Timothy Lee Cheatham
Megan Marie Cook
Olivia Evelyn Crabtree
Sai Madhav Dongur
Elise Dujardin
Sai Pranathi Gaddipati
Kellee J Held
Elaina Leslie Klein
Mark Porter Layden
Andy Feng Moy
Aidan Joseph Nordquist
Logan Matthew Pawlinski
Inessa Petrosyan
Stephanie Lee Phyo
Laura Camila Rodriguez
Angel Faith Spencer
Vaishali
Tyler John Wempen

HISTORY
Master of Arts
Clayborn Benson III
Ethan Edward Hartwig
Tyler Ardell Jones
Aaron Zachary Krebsbach
Catherine Marie Lee
Alexander William Michalski
Jonathon Frederick Stuever

HUMAN RESOURCES &
LABOR RELATIONS
Master of Human Resources &
Labor Relations
Grae O’Leary Hosmanek
Matthew Chandler Manley-Browne
Angela Matel-Jacak
Anna Marie Pistone
Sofia Ruiz
Marian Suhail Sarsour
Alec Gunnar Smith
Diamond Rose Tucker

INFORMATION SCIENCE &
TECHNOLOGY
Master of Science
Kaleb Jeffrey Cravillion
Malik James Daniels
Thomas Daniel Johnson
Rebecca Paliwoda
Morgan Anton Popp
Ballantyne Thabiso Jimmy
Shabangu
Nicolas Daniel Yu
Roland Peter Zimmerman

INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY
MANAGEMENT
Master of Science
Sahasthra Amreddy
Pranav Athma
Mounika Balusu
Karthik Bantupalli
Shanthan Kumar Bine
Rama Krishna Chunduru
Saideep Dolakanagari
Anudeep Dolkannagari
Revanth Doppalapudi
Vaibhav Gangaraju
Chandan Reddy Garudamagari
Sai Kiran Gayaru
Prashansa Sameer Gharat
Akhil Guniguntla
Pravalika Kailash
Deeptisreee Kakarla
Dhanush Viswanath Kaley
Bhanu Teja Kapu
Aakash Kasamsetty
Soumya Katukam
Isha Kaushal
Venkata Naga Vineel Kodi
Shubham Rajesh Kokate
Vishnu Kalyan Chakravarthi
Korukonda
Girish Chandra Kotigari
Krithika
Shreeya Kukunoori
Hari Hruthvik Kurivella
Venkata Lokesh Varma Mahadevuni
Tejaswini Mananth
Keerthi Reddy Mamindla
Sai Karthik Reddy Mittapalli
Sowmya Sri Morampudi
Swahili Nagalla
Vamsee Gopinath Nagalla
Roshitha Nampally
Sravya Oddula
Sumanth Reddy Oddula
Lakshmana Sarvagna Pasupuleti
Pritisha Kumar Patil
Kaivalya Sunil Patkar
Pavithra Pemmasani
Venkata Gayathri Peri
Vishnuvardhan Potluri
Punitha
Revathi Puppala
Tejasree Rajagopalan
Yoga Sai Krishna Ramineni
Vennela Ramisetty
Manjunath Reddy Regatte
Rohan Sangam
Khurshid Shaik
Saicharan Shanagonda
Narmrta Sunil Shewale
Manikanta Sirana
Prasanna Kumar Sunkara
Chetan Kumar Suppala
Leyla De Mercedes Sutton
Pavan Kalyan Tharigopula
Venkata Gowatham Thirumalasetty
Sai Ganesh Thota
Nithish Reddy Tirumalareddy
Venkata Satya Sai Krishna Turaga
Nikhil Varma Vemulapalli
Syam Prakash Raj Vemuri
Lakshmi Vaishnavi Yadavalli

KINESIOLOGY
Master of Science
Jenna Nicole Eschner
Vukan Keselj
Hanieh Piazhooman
Garrett Michael Steinbrink

LANGUAGE, LITERATURE,
& TRANSLATION
Master of Arts
Reem Abdelaziz Abushawish
Diana Asieduwaa Boateng
Nicholas Andrew Courtney
Alexandra Celenaire O’Rourke
Torianne Renee Servais
LIBRARY & INFORMATION SCIENCE
Master of Library and Information Science

Emily Gayle Anhalt
Kristine Elizabeth Bahr
Christopher John Baker
Lydia Anne Beller-McKenna
Isabelle Maria Beltran
Lauren Mee Bennati
Lauran Jean Bowe Slagle
Michelle Lee Brill
Lillian Grace Brudwick
Nathan Frederick Charles
Jakub Cychowski
Kimberly Maurine Davis
Cheryl Faye Dean
Rhoeen Harper Dellinger
Jessica Nicole Enoch
Sarah Elizabeth French
Sierra Nicole Gildernick
Elizabeth Linnea Goecken
Morgan Elizabeth Hays
Grace Anne Hiller
Yu Huang
Brianna Joy Jepson
Eric Charles Johnson
Kaeleen Rose Kruse
Emma Jo Kutschenreuter
Alice Elizabeth Ladrick
Rebekka Lafferty-Gebauer
Kayla S LaGrossa
Grace Rose Larson
Bridget Claire Lee
Lingfei Mao
Kathryn Meyers
Sarah Elizabeth Muller
Carly Anne Neil
Autumn Faye Rose Oakey
Tyler Joseph Oas
Catherine Elizabeth Ohm
Jane Caroline Peña
Justin Charles Pitman
Rachel Ann Rabas
Anna Sarah Rabin
Brett M Samek
Maria Ann Schroeder
William James Sheeley
Emily Mac Shelton
Ashlee Lauren Simons
Trisha Renee Skofronick
Mark Daniel Smith
Marlee Michele Smith
Keegan Rellim Taylor
Benjamin Lamar Tyler
Abby Lynn Vande Walle
Alicia Anne Vogel
Jonathan David Walls
Dana Marie Walsh
Merry Jane Walter
Ellen Muriel Ward-Packard
Lian Chen Warner
Michaela Jane Welch
Isabella Wilson
Sarah Rose Young

LINGUISTICS
Master of Arts

Joy Sandra Alcorn
Helaena Otterbacher

MANAGEMENT
Master of Science

Elena Aviles
Andrew Thomas Bonk
Maximilian August Bornhorst
Hector Anthony Brodie
Kailan Breanna Looknanan Brown
Carter William Coulsand
Patricia Jean Davies
Danielle Danae Douville
Harsh Brian Dungdung
Stefani Jean Fallabeck
Andrew Fischer
Beau William Fleischmann
Cynthia Ruby Hernandez
Anthony Joseph Hoeflich Jr
Bryan William Jensen
Brittney Nikole Joy
Anna Grace Kiskunas
Jonathan Kollen
Zachary Douglas Kosidowski
Nicholas James Leanna
Raymond Liang
Pawandeep Kaur Mann
Caleb Joseph McFarlane
Quangdat Tran Nguyen
Trang Kieu Nguyen
Elizabeth Mary Oliver
Matthew Sundelius Pappas
David Thomas Phillips
Md Shezanur Rahman
Zahra Rahmati
Gretchen Noel Schmook
Jennifer Suzanne Thomsen
Taylor Marie Tousey
Krishnaja Vakkalanka
Caitlin Ann Waddell
Joshua Eli Kwaku Ziorklui

MATHEMATICS
Master of Science

Sven Detlef Bergmann
Claudia Michele Crane
Aristeo Cruz Jacinto
Lucas Maximilian Fellmeth
Mason Bonnycastle Galvin
Charles Christian Gnagy
Helen Laetitia Kafka
Alexander Brian Neiman
Kennedy Kwasi Nyavor
Michael Ayodeji Olonade
Noah Xavier Solomon
Jack Douglas Van Der Molen
Silas Anton Hans Ludwig
Winnemoeller

MUSIC
Master of Music

Joseph Alexander Arendt
Miguel Barrenechea
Emily Olivia Bergeron
Sarah Patricia Brumm
Zachary Russell Childress
Saul Fuego Garcia
Mark David Lefeber
Liangjun Li
Kai Wen Kevin Loh
Justin McDonald
Rodrigo Ramos De Oliveira
Theresa Christine Rukavina
Sawyer Matthew Sendelbach
Aissa Esperanza Torres
Corissa Anne Vought
Ronghui Yu
Masters Degrees

NURSING
Master of Science
Adedoyinsola Maryam Adepitan
Cynthia Karen Aguilar Tovar
Jasmine Lee Atienza Barnett
Guinevere Margaret Dickinson
Mikayla Rania Engel-Streicher
Emily Marie Garcia
Nazli Gurer
Cassandra Kindell Winchell Hoelzl
Natalie Marie Jackson
Katie Anne Jankowski
Cassie Ann Keith
Jessica June Listwan
Sydney Allison Loechler
Faith Alice Mhone
Gee Moua
Charity Kalo Mulenga
Jacob Meyer Nitzkin
Zoe Elizabeth Swetha Oberle
Laura Elizabeth Roberson
Jaclyn Elizabeth Scott
Corin Catherine Sullivan
Bridget Adrianna Traverso
Isabelle Helen Uhl-Chmiel
Chelsea Elizabeth Williams

PSYCHOLOGY
Master of Science
Cohley Paige Acenowr
Lubna Barakat
Cara Israel Charles
Xia Chen
Madeline Leigh Johnson
Ellora Mohanty
Dana Slabbeekoorn

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
Master of Public Administration
Jane D Dickler
Alexander Donald Malchow
Dustin Patrick Nolan
Elaine Catherine Shroder
Taylor Joseph-Wilson Snider
Kelli Ann Walter

PUBLIC HEALTH
Master of Public Health
Molly Susan Andrea Adams
Danielle Marie Anderson
Kristina Barrett
Amaya Ciani Bustillos
Madeline Marie Campbell
Angela Amy Campos
Morgan Leigh Dey
Jayme Christine Ewens
Kylie Noelle Friedrich
Sahejpreet Kaur Gill
Ross Hafeman
Madison Paige Humphry
Tehya Margaret John
Jennifer Landeta Vidal
Brigitte Christine Landreville
Maria Guadalupe Mar
Yosef Aryeh Meadows
Nicolette Andrea Meyer
Jonathan Andrew Naimon
John Richard Pollard
Catherine Alice Ragusa
Margaret Reid
Ishma Ali Rizvi
Caitlyn Elyse Stockhausen
Alexandrea Jean Weitland
Gabrielle Grace Welch

REHABILITATION SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY
Master of Science
Michael A Hansen

SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY
Educational Specialist
Bianca Marie Andino
Carly Ann Cornell
Margaret Christine Crowley
Emily Lorraine Dembiec
Santiago Andres Diez
Samantha Hebert
Rachel Hollister
Madisen Raejean Knopf
Corey Ray McElroy
Kaitlyn Nicole Oshiro
Elena Theresa Santi
Savannah Nicole Schemenauer
Leigha Mengzhijiu Schmidt
Alexis Lynn Sciortino
Constance Karen Terlizzi
Riley Ann Wetenkamp
Samantha Lee Witthun
Lauren Sinyee Yu

SOCIAL WORK
Master of Social Work
Jaiden Jill Alsteen
April Ann Alsum
Kathryn Jean Andrae
Rebecca Anne Bemis
Travis Clayton Berge
Jacqueline Marie Bridge
Camryn Nicole Bucholtz
Hermelinda Burkhardt
Kacie Ann Burns
April Cannalte
Hailie Rae Cash
Jennifer Lynn Cattanach
Samantha Chapa
Taylor Marie Collins
Anna Marie Copeland
Sarah Critchfield
Kylie Elizabeth Cumber
Robyn Stephanie Ellis
Jill Marie Finnel
Claire Armaganian Flatley
Jenna Grace Gaal
Riley Elise Genke
SOCIAL WORK

Leslie Jane Gorham
Mikayla Rose Hansen
Daniel Ennis Hawkins
Josh Jacob Henkel
Morgan Elizabeth Hernandez
Lauren Kathleen Hickman
Grace Hiibelink
Casey Hills
Savana Jo Hoelscher
Jacob Thomas Huber
Trishia Sarah Huberty
Jasmin Rae Jedlicka
Tomeika Cheerice Johnson
Kirsten Elizabeth Jones
Madeline Lorraine Kelley
Britney Manuel Kidd
Autumn Rose Kirk
Robert Brian Kubowski
Mitchell Robert Lahmann
brett a lipshutz
Anastasia Martinez Litza
Taylor Jane Malom
Diamond Malone
Cambrie Grace Mangone
Briana Tiarra Marks
Alexis McKenzy Maze
Shayla Renee McClain
Addie McDevitt
Marian Clare Mlachnik
Fatuma Abdikadir Mohamed
Eric Jerome Moody
Carrie Ann Morgan
Brittany Paige Mueller
Courtney Jean Nielsen
Kelsey Maureen O’Brien
Sylvia Chinyere Onyeiwu
Janet Lynn Ortiz
Branden Matthew Parks
Bailey Douglas Paulson
Katlyn Sarah Piazza
Mara Pivas
Katherine Ann Platt
Emily Rodriguez
Morgan Ashley Rohde
Hope Rohlen Ruedin
Nicole Renee Russell
Laura Carolina Santiago
Sicilia Mae Scardina
Elizabeth Jeanne Schroeder
Noah David Sheahan
Ethan Scott Siebert
Graisyn Lorraine Sobczak
Hannah Stoff
Morgan Marie Swartzenburger
Melissa My Huong Tran
Johnquell Tucker
Destiny Rae-Ann Urbanik
Meaghan Rose Verstraete
Charlee Joy Vrtjak
Jessica Dominique Wener
Brianna Rose Werth
Dennis Jerome Whitley
Sarah Kathryn Wiersma
Madison Marie Wordell
Faith Carolyn Zarrick

Sociology
Master of Arts

Abigail Lynne Malecha
Thomas Alexander Raney
Viniane Zanetti Briel

SPANISH
Master of Arts

Maria Castejon Echevarne
Maria Gleason Maddox
Jose Raul Gonzalez Ruiz
Michele Donovan Haeblerin
Georgina Rausi Lopez
Antonio Jesus Rubio Martinez

SUSTAINABLE PEACEBUILDING
Master of Sustainable Peacebuilding

Jerica Fehr
Denise Manjarrez-Renteria
Daniel Esteban Monge
Mala Nan Leth
Yolanda Odufuwa
Julien Alexander Phifer
Jessica Mae Thompson
Ifeoluwapo Ayodele Tolorunju

TEACHING OF ENGLISH TO SPEAKERS OF OTHER LANGUAGES & APPLIED LINGUISTICS
Master of Arts

Jenna Ann Kieffer

TRANSLATION AND INTERPRETING STUDIES
Master of Arts

Jennifer Lynn Davis

URBAN PLANNING
Master of Urban Planning

Khari Samuel Bell
Jake Thomas Boxrud
Jesse Joseph Doiron
Claire Elizabeth Enders
Ava Claire Gagner
Tekla Johanna Kilpatrick
Cole Tucker Martin
Kyle David Nelson
Kirtis Kyle Orendorff

URBAN STUDIES
Master of Science

Nadia Adusei

WOMAN’S AND GENDER STUDIES
Master of Arts

Viashima David Ko
COLLEGE OF THE ARTS AND ARCHITECTURE
Interim Dean Mo Zell

SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE & URBAN PLANNING
Bachelor of Arts, Bachelor of Architecture, or Bachelor of Science

Fatimah Binti Abdul Manan
Medina Alka
Alexa Paige Andrae
Jack Bergum
Teagan M Bignell*
Ryan Michael Borchardt
Emma Isabelle Bunge
John David Cerny Jr*
Angel Chavez Jr
Jason John Clark
Lydia Rhys Collins*
William Austin Colony
Landen Charles Cowell
Isabella E Dettmers*
Amya Janae Dorsey
Max James Driftmier*
Seth James Duellman*
Madelyn Therese Duhig*
Logan Murphy Eirschele*
LoriAnne Elizabeth Flaherty*
Sela Nicklas Fossum*
Christopher Garcia*
Ella Gile*
Jaime Gonzalez
Lauren Elizabeth Haag
Brianna Rose Hengel
Abigail Lynn Heyroth*
John Alan Hirstein
Jacob Michael Hoffman
Jacob Daniel Holzhauer
Amanda Nicole Jensen
Evans Andrew Johnson
Mohamed Kheraz
Eric Jan Kowalczyk
Annalise Isabela Kozar
Davis John Kutil
Emily Kayleen Leahy*
Mario Leon Lopez
Alexia M Lorbiecki
Nathan Andrew Magee*
Payton Paul Marki
Jacob Tyler Mathiasen*
Adam Randall McCann
Maureen Elizabeth McGowan
Alyssa Marie McKinnon*
Andrea Fernanda Mendoza
Juarez*
Jose M Munguia-Hernandez
Matthew Patrick Murdy*
Erina Myftari
Jacob Thomas Neperud
Erik Noble-Macherey
Julia Lois Olsen*
Emma Danielle Otterstrom
Haren Patel
Michael Gerard Pillizzi Jr
Payton Tolentino Quesa
Simra Sajid Quryshi
Jacob Michael Rohan
Yesenia Juventina Roman
Alexandria Marie Schaffer*
Parker Lea Schmitz
Kyle Seoville*
Jessica Beth Sealock*
Tanner Austin Self
Jorden Shepard
Salvador Tello Xochitecatl
Kyle Robert Thiemer
Sadie Elisabeth Thorson
Benton Troehler*
Gabriel Anthony Valdez
Samantha Alexis Verdin
Peyton James Voight
Taylor Madeline Witteck*
Jarrod Thomas Zemaitis*
Maddison Irene Zeni*

*Awarded Commencement Honors

PECK SCHOOL OF THE ARTS
Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Fine Arts

Hunter Joseph Allen
Marcus Anthony
Ifechuckwude Amenechi
Anthony John Andronczyk*
Benjamin Santos Arellano
Samuel Nicholas Aria*
Lindsay Anne Austin
Sydney Catherine Bannach*
Loudon James Barnes
Walter Louis Barry
Joseph Eugene Beeson*
Anna Belomoina
Aidan Carl-Patrick Black*
Jordan Therese Blanco*
Lucy Anna Jane Borlase*
Demetrios Brown Jr
Terriana Symone Brown
Jason Burr
Cristina Maria Casale
Ethan Matthew Casco
Madeline Anya Chase
Haley Clark*
John Clark*
Madison Kay Clauing*
Matthew Lawrence Colgrove
Patrick James Colquhoun
Zackary James Cowell*
Daniel Mead deFreese*
Kerry Mackenzie Dennis
Luciana Lupo DiVito*
Gisselle Elba Dominguez*
Julia Barbara Donahue*
Sarah Donofrio*
Patricia Therese Dragotta
Cade Wilson Dublin*
Astrid Kim DuPont
Destiny Dyson
Riley Lynne Ebner*
Pete Erdmann*
Jordan DelAnthony Evans*
PECK SCHOOL
OF THE ARTS

Elizabeth Ann Lemerand*
Makenna Lynn Lemke*
Giselle Leon*
Shuanyang Li
Katherine Marie Liapis*
Joshua Salvatore Librizzi*
Gayle Raemona Lieberenz
Brittney Renee Limoseth*
Zhemin Liu
Kong Cheng Lor
Luke Allen Lorbach*
Adam Michael Lu Maye*
Samantha Loren Madl*
Maegan Angela Mansfield
Jenna Marie Martinez
Sydney Mattmiller*
Alexander Christian Mazurek
Ian Matthew McCann*
Ameerah D McClain
Grace McMahon
Robert Carlson Mercer
Wyatt Alexander Miller*
Richard J Minten III
Bryan Morales Hernandez
John William Mortimer
Eliannah Clairmarie Mungo*
Megan Murray*
John Joseph Myers*
Caden Paul Nahf*
Ellisha Sophia Nelson
Jacque Pearl Naag Nemecek*
William Owen Nicholas*
Joseph Michael Niemiec
Macy May Ortner*
Spencer Ellies Pabon*
Megan Paschke*
Liliana Elaine Passarelli*
Wesley Peppers
Dora Ariens Peregrine
Rachel Anne Piehl*
Hugo Christopher-Norman Pink*
Rebecca Kay Plourd*
Jessica Elizabeth Podemski*
Thomas John Prescott
Kenan Roy Pulver Jr
Jarod Trey Quigley
Vanessa Jayne
Reichenberger*
Iliana Margarita Reyes*
Elizabeth Rose Rhinehart*
Grace Louise Ritcher
Caitlin LaRose Robertson
Aaron Rodriguez
Delaney Rook*
Autumn Marissa Rygg
Cat Elaine Sadler*
Sogol Saghatchi*
Nora Amelia Sammons*
George Sande
Allison Elizabeth Schmitt
Olivia Elizabeth Schulz
Kierra Michal Schwab*
Jordan Matthew Scott
Jessica M Selph*
Mason Jon Shefchik*
John Alexander Sidem
Jacqueline Ann Siedenburg-Sis*
Alexis Elizabeth Simonet*
Kevin Robert Sladky
Alexia Mackay Slagle*
Mackenzie Clare Slimmer*
Liam Quinn Smith*
Kelsey Elizabeth Snyder*
Grace Catherine Sorenson
Ellee Elisabeth Spalding*
Nicolespence
Julia Ann Stacey*
Ethan James Stahlkopf*
Rachel Elizabeth Stanton*
Libby Lucille Steckmesser*
Killian Mary Steiner*
Sasha Steinle*
Miles David Stimac*
Henry David Stollenwerk*
Kira Elizabeth Straub
Eugene James Strei*
Paige Elizabeth Streveler*
Parker Lance Sulcer
Alexander Arthur Sweet*
Emily Louise Taylor*
Svetlana Katya Tenges
Harrison Michael Till
Alexis Lynn Treadway*
Kristen Madison Uherka*
Zoe Samantha-Ann Valitchka
Kaden Turner Van De Loo*
Steven Van Uetrecht Jr*
Elizabeth Mary Vath*
Noah Aaron Vincent*
Kathrine Adelaide Wade
Brooke Irene Wallo
Dominick Patrick Weiman*

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Anna Odelia Welter*
Elizabeth Whelan*
Devin Scott Wiemann*
Sawyer James Wietzel
Patrick Thomas Vincent Willow*
Barbara Madelyn Wilson*
Chue Yee Yang*
Joseph Michel Zeitouny*
Rachel Elizabeth Zimmerli*
Jazmin Zuniga

**Awarded Commencement Honors**

SHELDON B. LUBAR
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS
Dean Kaushal Chari
Bachelor of Business Administration

Yasmenè Abdallah*
Yamo G Abdullah
Wilfredo Acosta
Chioma Suzan Agi
Moses Akinola Akinboboye
Bushra Hamed Abdullah Al Busaidi*
Watheq Jalal Al maadhedi Jr
Taif Rashid Mubarak Al Maqbali*
Yusra Mohammed Hamed
Al Sulaimanni*
Colin Alba*
Nicholas Allbee
Diana Alonso Davila
Jaiden Marie Andersen
Madison Anderson*
Nicholas Jon Anderson
Pierce J Anderson
Olivia Ana Angelotti
Enrique Aranda
Jillian Joan Argersinger*
Elisabeth Renee Armstrong*
Jeremy Charles Arneman
Kieran David Arnold
Joseph Michael Arnsdorf
Joshua Paul Asby*
William John Aversa
Amir Ayoub
Zachary Tyler Bachinski*
James Badillo
Tyler Jackson Balke
Jamal Barakat
Brian Keith Barber Jr
Grady Joseph Bauer
Joseph Shawn Bazan*
Phareda Be*

Jonathon David Beesley
Jack Ryan Bell
Austin William Bencs
Dominic Joseph Blanchard
Emily Blankenburg
Sydney Lauren Bloedel
Steven Daniel Borta*
Samuel John Bosman*
Darlaina Courtney Boyd
Chloe Faye Brahm
Cole Daniel Brennan
Eva Angeline Broich
Austin Brown
Noah Bruders
Matthew Richard Brzack
William George Buchholz*
Samantha Nicole Burgard
Babette Danielle Burgersdijk*
Nathan Patrick Burke
Benjamin Michael Burns
Melissa Butow
Gabriel Lance Butterfield*
Katelin Joy Buytendorp*
Elijah Richard Calhoun*
Kelly Lynn Campbell
McKayla Campbell
Lucas Carey
Matthew Joseph Carlsen*
Willow Andromeda Joy Causey
Momodou Amie Ceesay
Angela Jean Cera*
Alexis K Chapman
Jack Chen
Ma May Cho
Alex Chop*
Aaron Christensen
Carlos Eduardo Conn
Bennett Christopher Connolly
Golden A’done Cotton
Aziza Courtney
Melissa Crowley
Jack James Cyganiak*
Patryk Czaczkowski*
Abby Dachel*
Stewart Bradford Dahlman
Noah Alexander Dailey
Kylie Ann Duke
Simon David Daniels
Joseph Neil Dardis
Jonathan David
Matthew Davis

Alexis Robert Dedie
Pedro Alexis Delgado Mizcles
Taylor Marie Denis
Connor Alexander Derenne*
Maxwell K Deters
Benjamin M Dewane*
Samantha Dias
Matthew Thomas Diorio
Chloe Melinda Dirker
Sam Arin Doebert*
Alexander John Doine
Evan Dale Domnie*
Drake Odin Dorfner
Noah Dorn
Anthony Myron Dorshak*
Colby Nicholas Drefcinski
Jacob Michael Drescher*
Daniel Franklin Drew
Jackson Dryden
Jaiyun Du
Jonathan James Dummann
Hunter Reece Durbin
Tanner Dykstra
Madison Marie Ebert
Brandon Eckold
Kyle Eggers*
Chandler Dane Ellis
Anthony Jairo Elwood
Muhammad Elzeibagh
Samuel James Enslin
Carlos Alberto Estrada
Will Evans*
Tristen Edward Faber
James Fall
Bradley Robert Fisher*
Riley Ann Flink
Bridger Clark Flory*
Drake Fox
Noemi Fregoso Gonzalez
Trevor Payton Gallagher
Marylee Vanessa Gallegos*
Miguel Garcia Jr
Adam Charles Garski*
Christian Garsonbke
Ethan Gebert
Alexandros Theophilos Geivelis
Maisie Mary Gelhar*
Erik Pifer Genskow*
Benjamin Isaiah Gerber*
Nicholas Mazwell Giroud
Thomas R Glowacki*

*Awarded Commencement Honors*
continued

SHELDON B. LUBAR
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS

Sara Elizabeth Gomez
Alden Grasse
Jake William Griepentrog
Logan Russell Grube
Gabriel Alonso Gutierrez
Chumpitazi
Madison Hafemeister*
Jared Quinn Hagen
Zaher Munzer Haidar*
Carley Hammond*
Matthew Hansen*
Ourai Eamonn Harper
Maximillian Hartoumian
Christopher Joseph Hauser II
Cullin Jeremiah Hayes*
Matthew John Heinz
Shermone Pierre Henderson
Damion Bradly Henrichs*
Colin Jensen Hensey
Michael David Herrington
Hunter T Hicks
Jordan Monique Hill
Natalie E Hill*
Kaitlyn Hochrein
Rayana Sophia Hoene
Christopher Douglas Holley
Finnigan Clay Hoppens
Ethan T Huber*
Alex Jeffery Huntington
William McLeod Huntington*
Peyton Hyland
Alt Defrim Iljazi
Collin J Jacobi
Mackenzie June Janisch
Bianna Paige Janssen*
Cloe Michelle Jaschob
Jonathon Michael Jendraszak
Lillian Grace Jerry
Hunter Benjamin Johnson
Matthew Reagan Johnson
Shea Lynn Jones*
Jared Adrian Kahl
Hayden James Kapalin*
Emily Nicole Kapla
Mila Karanakova
John Patrick Kass
Sam Riley Keehan

Riley Frances Kenney
Lou Khang
Shawn Ittiekorn Khouvong*
Kwan Kim
Grant Christopher King*
Nicholas Robert King
Tyler James Kinney*
Alexander Jonathan Klemp*
Alex James Kluesner*
Maxwell Thomas Knodl*
Michael Conrad Koch
Thomas Andrew Kolasinski
Brady Korpil
Alexia Kossow*
Benjamin Kramer
Hannah Rose Kruckman
Andrew Thomas Kry
Margaret Kulyapina*
Taylor Marie Kunding*
Jack Nolan Labrecke*
Ben Langenfeld
Melissa Italia Lara
Garrett Stanley Larsen
Emily Catherine Larson*
Robert Neil Larson
Nathaniel George Lawrence
Madalaine Diane Ledwith
Elizabeth Chintara Lee
Keanna Leonard
Mitchell Ryan Lesiecki
Sarah Nicole Lessila*
Maryxa Natalia Lezama*
Noah Allen Libman
Amara Liebl
Kevin Lin
John Arthur Steven
Lindemann III*
Emily Elizabeth Liptak*
Hanyang Liu
Kayla Rose Loker
Camryn Breann Long*
Vang Ledi Lor
Caleb Michael Lorbecki
Huzefa Shabir Lotia
Jacob D Lynch
Julia Louise Maas*
Angelina Anna Mack
Natalie Ann Mack
Rohit Mahay
Samuel James Majewski
Hallie Marie Majoros*
Davis Robert Maki
Bothina Saad Maki
Alondra Malfavo
Anna Marie Manak
Hans Gabriel Mariano Martin
Johanna Guadalupe Mata-Benitez
Andrew John Mattson*
Samuel Allen McAlister
Zachary Charles McClellan
Jack Michael McGowan*
Madalyn Mary Mcgraw*
Jaedyn Lee McInnis
Brendan McKnight
Joseph Parker McLean
Lauren Elizabeth McMahon
Diamond Ramona Rochelle Meck
Logan Maddux Melum
Maggie Mae Meyer*
Alexandria Michell
Colin Michael Miclot
Cassandra Lin Miller
Jack T Miller*
Nolan Shaw Miller*
Maira Miranda de Macedo*
Ira Mody
Isaac Michael Monday*
Isabella Maria Montemurro
Adrian Eduardo Montilva
Ian Thomas Moore*
Kemari Ahjae Moore
Carissa Mooreen*
Abbey Moreno
Aaron Toutee Moua
Chai Moua*
Paaaj Tshab Casadee Moua
Zachary Theodore Mrochek
Katelin Marie Mumma*
Affaq Munawar
Filumena Fiorentina Muro
Mckinnon Jack Murray
Emily Rose Mutz
Brooke Ann Nadeau*
Ciara Roses Reyes Navarro*
Cade Timothy Nelson
Jack Samuel Nelson
Brandon Nam Nguyen*
James Michael Eric
Nickolau*
Saira Shaji Nirappil
Autumn Rae Nissenbaum
Hannah Amanda Nosek

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Baccalaureate Degrees

Samuel Will Nunez
Charles Biak Cung Nung
Danelle Oliver-Fultz
Jennifer E Olson*
Colin ONeill
Ava Mae Oppermann
Denisse D Ortiz*
Gabrielle Ortiz
Jakob Ryan Orton*
Thomas Rolf Otto
John Thomas Ottoson*
Dylan Tyler Palmatier
Maxwell Joseph Palmieri
Ernesto Parra
Harsh Patel*
Jatin R Patel
Nandi Patel
Lindsay Elizabeth Peck*
Alexander Jeffery Perez*
John Perlman
Zachary Charles Peterson
Owen Michael Phillips
Jack Thomas Pingel*
Caeleb Jeffrey Plante*
Eh Lah Po
John Edmund Polster Jr*
Brice Powell
John Theodore Powell
Alexander Houston Price*
Kyra Marie Puleo
Brady Russell Raether*
Casey Elise Rajala*
Luis Alonzo Ramirez
Alexander George Ratas
Brayden Michael Reese
Jenna Elizabeth Reetz
Trentin S Reiland
Noah Vincent Reindl
Quinn William Reynolds-Pennington
Courtney Roselynn Riber*
Westen Noah Richter
Camden Nelson Rockwell
Gabriel Tsim Nuj Rodriguez
Milton Tlalok Rodriguez
Jessica Jasmin Rojo Jimenez
Jonathan Joseph Rokosz
Cesar Romero De la Cruz Jr
Edgar Romero
Ryan Rompapainen
Aidan Jeffrey Rosengarden
Brooke Lynn Rowe
Ryen James Ryba*
Abdulaziz Mohammed Y Saifuddin
Abdullah Mohammed Y Saifuddin
Melinda Salgado
Ava Jade Salm*
Jacee Salzer
Tahismari Santiago*
Evan Schanfeldt
Lauren Kate Schlaman*
Annamarie Cuixiang Schlecht*
Megan Lynne Schlexer
Emily Elise Schnaare*
Bryce Patrick Schneider*
Cole Robert Schneider
Zachary James Schuett*
Aiden Daniel Schultz*
Griffin Thomas Schultz
Mason Riley Secora*
Saul Sedano
Lauren Virginia Seefeld
Gavin Jacob Seever
Celeste Fabiola Segura
Connor Edward Selbach
Cameron David Severson
James Brian Severson
Ahmad Bassam Shahin
Tyler Stewart Shea
Finnegan Michael Shields
Lovleen Kaur Sidhu
Adam Gregory Siegel*
Tyler Sieger Sr
Sonya R Sinkula*
Andrew Skyberg*
Gustavo Smart
Jeremy Smith*
Ryan Smith
Abdelaziz Z Snobar Jr
Jack Robert Sobczak
Olivia Marie Sobczak
Livia Rose Solbjerg-Nielsen
Alexander Nicholas Spencer
Gabriel G Spurry
Dusan Srebro
Caleb Stampa
Daniela Victoria Steiner
Christopher J Stewart
Evana Angeline Stone
Anna Michelle Surprenant
Luciano Dinatale Svetnicka
Josie Tamara Swanson*
Ryan G Szewczyk
Luisjano Tafili*
Paw Hser Hser Taw*
Parker James Teasdale*
Alexander Teich
Ricky Vue Thao
Trevion Dewayne Tharp
Justin Thimmesch*
Marcel Alexander Thomatis
Asher James Thompson
Austin Phillip Thompson
Kyle Garret Thoreson
Timothy Daniel Thumstedter*
Christopher Andrew Tomassetti
Anabel Torres Vallejo
Joaquin Toscano Jr*
Mackenzie Lynn Tozer*
Tabatha Tran
Maximilian Hans Trippner
Benjamin G Uitti
Lindsey Pauline Underwood
Jolissa J Valdez*
David Valle
Shane Andrew
VanDommelen*
James Alan Vanevenhoven
Christopher Tjxkwvfeej Vang
Nou Vang
Harrison Daniel Varline
Alec Vogt
Taylor Volz*
Madeline Grace Walker*
Stephanie Taylor Ward*
Jaden Marie Watson
Derek Thomas Watters
Alex Michael Weber
Elise Patricia Wegner*
Camryn Paige Weigand
Paul David Weisbrodt
Zachary Todd Weissgerber*
Drake James Weitzer
Bridget Wesolowski*
Cody Joseph West*
Jack Whitaker
Noah S Whitehill
Alaina Af Whitson*
Sophie Anne Wiarek*
Ryan Warren Wiedower
Trevor Jon Wikstrom
Zachary Lee Wilfong
Keegan Williams
Maxwell James Wiltman

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Joshua Francis Cesarz*  
Mular Say Chris*  
Alyssa Marie Ciardo  
Makenzie Louise Cole  
Mia Rose Cornale*  
Yazmin Cruz*  
Katrina Elizabeth  
D’Amico*  
Riley Dederer*  
Samantha Beverly Delain  
Kristin Kay Dravus  
Allison Melissa Dwyer  
Emily Catherine Eckert*  
Grace Ann Fauerbach*  
Amelia Lynn Fenton  
Stevoni Dantrell Fifer  
Laterrica Fleming  
Teya Gabrielle Gaines  
Lejla Ganija*  
Anna Gaskell*  
Talitha Charis Goomey*  
Kintressa Gosz*  
Kaitlyn B Greupink  
Emma Caroline Guelde*  
Allison G Haase  
Tyler Jakob Hausmann  
Elaine Morgan Hawk*  
Britny Leanne Helmrich*  
Elizabeth Hennessey  
Dana Michelle Herman  
Madison Leigh Homan  
Amanda Marie Hoppe*  
Ashley Renee Jaeschke  
Alexandra Eleni Jifas II  
Delaney Kathryn Jilot  
Jessica Jones  
Liam Jeffrey Jorgensen  
Rachel Marie Kalmerton  
Seth Caleb Kaplan*  
Makayla Ann Kartz*  
Maicha Khang*  
Jihun Kim  
Elizabeth Marie King*  
Talen Zavier Kirk  
Morgan E Klug*  
Melissa Kocovsky*  
Kaylie Lucille Kraus  
Jacob Laforest*  
Joshua Miles Leonard  
Cj Light*  

Olivia Rose Llanas  
Paola Loera  
Brandon Thomas Lucas  
Kavan Lynch  
Elizabeth Ruby Maier  
Madelyn Hazel Malcheski*  
Logan Lester Manz*  
Yoselin Rubi Martinez Figueroa  
Greta Louise Mau*  
Darion Alexander McClam  
Jayna Lynn McCracken*  
Garrett Harland Mellentine*  
Annabelle Lauren Moon*  
Myali Penelope Moore*  
Brooke Morrow  
Caroline Grace Nelson*  
Holly Berry Neubert*  
Julia Marie Nothem  
LeJanee Paige  
Isabella Quiquina Panelli*  
Melissa Lee Plautz  
Madison Marie Price*  
Elisa Probst*  
Jelena Prpa  
Angela Grace Rattin*  
Terrence Reno  
John Nicholas Retzlaff  
Armando Jesus Reyes  
Jessica Louise Rieder*  
Paige Marie Rivers*  
Jessica Imari Rodriguez  
Jennifer Marie Rudd*  
Madison Marie Ryback*  
Osamah Mohammed Salhi*  
Lauren Marie Sandler*  
Wyatt Stephen Schlager  
Cody Schoenmann*  
Lejla Selimi  
Francesca Marie Sharkey*  
Maya Beth Shub*  
Alexander Sinra  
Sasha Taran Smith*  
Monise Desulme Stark  
Camren Lee Strande  
Jacob McCabe Strebig  
Zoe Svanoe*  
Ariana Torres  
Haley Tovar*  
Kaylie Triezenberg*  
Athena Celeste Van Remortel*  

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Sage Barrett Yara Vigil  
Michelle Villari  
Annika Cydney Voelz*  
Camryn Ashley Waechter  
Erika Louise Wendt*  
Timothy Matthew Western*  
Abby Lynn Wilson  
Leandra Wohner  
Huiyi Wu*  
Lindsay Rose Zeitler*  

**SCHOOL OF INFORMATION STUDIES**  
*Bachelor of Science*  

Yahya F Abdi  
Caring Afriyie  
Ayesha Akbar*  
Henry Albiter  
Steven Nomena  
Andriansitirahaina  
Mehmet Sercan Asal  
Maram Odeh Badad*  
Simranjeet Kaur Bajwa  
Joshua Munir Bhatti  
Tyler Jon Biging  
Brittany Boeche  
Paul Bohnhoff*  
Valencia Gabriela Bridges  
Anthony Rashad Campbell  
Ramond Combs  
Jonathan R Contreras*  
Jill L. Cummings  
Randall James Davis*  
Mohamud Mohamed Diriye  
Betul Dogan  
Melissa Lynn Eggert  
Taelor Ellenbecker  
Adrian Flores*  
Kiara Fortier Colon  
Nathaniel John Fortune  
Arya Fotouhi  
Gregory Gagnon*  
Evan John Gibson  
Shawndeep Singh Gill*  
Ari Noah Glassstein*  
Nathen Clay  
Goldborough*  
Ana Hafke  
Basel Hamad*  
Gavin F Henry*  

Nicholas Touneng Her  
Oscar Hernandez Cisneros  
Marianne Holm  
Teaominmi Hoskins  
Zohaib Muhammad Imran  
Edwin Omar Jara Reynoso  
Chloe Jens  
Yash Kavchale  
Yeajin Kim*  
Miho Kobayashi*  
John Krehnovi  
Abigail Kristine Krier*  
Ryad Fayez Kurdi  
David Anthony Lewandowski Jr*  
Cheng Lor  
Anthony Marko Madrigano*  
Christopher James Maio  
Irving Marmolejo  
Brian Keith Meahan*  
Maxim Vladimir Medvedev  
Jasmine Lee Mendez*  
Carrie Lynn Mirabella*  
Alex Tyson Moua  
Christopher Nieves  
Nelson Xavier Nunez  
Matthew G Obradovich  
Daniel Joseph Olson*  
Rawan Omar*  
Wendy Marie Parisi  
Stephanie Perez*  
Valen Polubinsky*  
Brynn Marie Purin  
Mohammad Rafaq Ramatullah  
Thomas Samuel Ramstack*  
Jack Ramzel*  
Calvin Emanuel Reimer  
Brittney Patricia Richter*  
Xxeon Raphael Rolack Jr  
Tiwoni Damisa Ross*  
Jonathan Ryu  
Julianne Christine Salazar*  
Justin Sanders*  
Ethan John Sauer  
Dylan Schuyler*  
Timothy Skowronski  

Ayomide David Sonubi  
James Wilson Spencer  
Derek Steger  
Elizabeth Stemwell*  
Stefan Stilin  
Tapanga Rae Summerville  
Natalia Suwaj*  
Patrick C Tate*  
Lachang Thao  
Sapnil Tiwari*  
Nathan Tran  
Advik Damien Van Kalker*  
Luis Vega  
Andrew Anoma Yongpanya  
David Waite Jr*  
Matthew Charles Wenzel  
Joshua Thomas Werra  
Alexander Jesse Whately  
Benjamin Robert Wood  
Hongpeng Yang  
Matthew Cheemeng Yang*  
Trevor Yee*  
Miriam Elizabeth Zamora  
Danielle Lea Zolinski*  

**HELEN BADER SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WELFARE**  
*Bachelor of Science*  

Hadeel Abujaber  
Kelly Kaye Accola  
Alexis Marie Acevedo  
Elizabeth Adams*  
Aaysha Ali  
Natalie Anderson  
Estelle Elizabeth Back  
Sunil Kumar Badhan  
Carissa Rose Barber*  
Amanda Nicole Barnes*  
Savanna Rose Barrios*  
Erika Vanessa Basurto*  
Czhien-Ezria Beneby  
Summer Grace Benn*  
Jared Douglas Bernhardt  
Bethany Michelle Blanchard  
Serena Marie Blanchette*  
Madison Parker Blank  
Mikayla Bowden  
Isabella Marie Bravo*  
Sydney Brock*  
Breanna Rhyan Budnick*  

*Awarded Commencement Honors*
continued

HELEN BADGER SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WELFARE

Diana Carolina Bustos
Elizabeth Ann Butler*
Crystal Marie Carter*
Graycia Ann Carter*
Cruz Casas*
Cecilia Mari Castro*
Sydney Mae Churchill Jr*
Quinn Mary Collins*
Greta Rose Corcoran
Faith Lynn Craft
Karina Cruz
Carter Daniel Cullen
Elena Davis
Elizabeth Delgado
Kealan James Dienger Hanson
Hunter Todd Disch*
Dawn Desiree Divirgilio*
Kamaria Kaylnn Rene Dixon
Kyra Jolie Dosch*
Michael Anthony Errera
Alexander Estevez Benitez
Angela Vanessa Estrada
David Said Favela-Segura
Paige Othilie Flannery*
Samantha Lauren Fournier
Luke Marshall Freeman*
Orion Frye*
Bella Grace Fulton
Kassandra Garcia – Campos
Tara Lynn Gilbertson
Melissa Ann Goodbear
Christopher Claude Grace*
Sabrina Gruber*
Sofia Guerrero
Hannah Corin Guibord
Mahuba Hamed
Jeffrey Alden Harris
Keturah Hayes-Jinor
Spencer Douglas Heim
Sofia Marie Hendrickson
Lenys Alexandra Hill
Jimmy Ho
Rezina Hollis
Kaleb Holster
Leah Jayne Holterman*
Kevin Manuel Hooker
Julia Ann Hopfinger*

Castel E Housen
Makela Humke*
Ebony Hunter
Kirby David Immel*
Nawal Iiman Indhosacad
Ashley Ann Jakubowski
Ulysses Martin Jauregui
Hailey Mae Johnson*
Myeesha Michelle Johnson
Frederik Christoph Karck
Zoe Elizabeth Kearney
Lauren Kempf*
Jacob Reiley King
Clare Korsosce*
Maura Catherine Linn*
Zameria Lock
Jada Rae Martin
LaChaz Maxey
Brooke Marie Meifert*
Jessica Molina Garcia*
Aaron Tyler Moore
Gloria Mora*
Landon Moyer*
Raechal Murray
Naw Taw Naw
Madison Elizabeth Nichols
Olivia Lyn Olson
Michell Patterson
Daniela Perez-Ramirez*
Robert Leslie Petersen III
Gabriel Salvador Poppert*
Kieran Donal Porter
Kelly Layne Prather*
Aman Preet*
Asma Manoun Qadadha*
Olivia Denice Ravet*
Tyler Allen Retlich*
Bryan Reyes-Robelo*
Nicholas Robert Richards*
Chase Jeffery Ripp*
Natalie Marie Roman
Jack Robert Sanford
Deijanira Diaz Santiago
Isabelle Grace Schamburek*
Hailey Marie Shaw*
Hannah J Sheedy*
Tatiana Marie Simonetti*
Jazzyray L. Smith*
Tiffani Rachel Smith*
Grace Marie Sullivan*
Elizabeth Mary Sutherland

Kayla Marie Szecz*
Moesha Kay Taylor*
Mackenzie Lauren Tomczyk
Anna Karen Torres*
Shannon Lindsey Truesdale*
Abraham Huckleberry Van Berkel*
Autumn Grace Verfuerth
Htoo Ktay Wah
Chase River Ward
Kaonnie Malik Whitley
Nicolie Marie Wruk*
Ryan Patrick Zandt
Edumakono Zetho*
Taylor Aubrey Zoephel*
Theodore Patrick Zuina-Meyer*

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING & APPLIED SCIENCE

HELEN BADER SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WELFARE

Dean Brett A. Peters
Bachelor of Arts,
Bachelor of Science or Bachelor of Science in Engineering

Cameron Abbey
Matthew Adas Jr
Bilal Mohammad Ahmed
Joonyoung Ahn
Jonathan Alanis
Ahmed Ali F Alfaris
Walaa Jafar M Alhammad*
Bandar Hameed M Alharbi
Hussain Abbas S Abbas Alhashim
Ruba Mohammed S Almuallam
Hani Alramahi
Ali Wajih N Alshahs
Charles Andreasen
Collin Joseph Angeloni
Anna Ataullah
Shpejtim Avdiu
Dylan Nicholas Baeten
Jeth Richard Balabagnio
Ainsley Elsa Baldwin Zurek*
Brett S Baumann
Brennen Lawrence Beck
Matthew Richard Becker*
Richard Bennett
Michael David Berther
Nicholas Jan Birschbach*
Kaley Jayden Blake
Kyle David Brahm*

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Clara Ruth Broecker*
Jack Elliot Robert Brown
Maxwell Alexander Carlstrom Brown
Baird Laughlin Buck
Brandon Gerald Buckner*
Ahmed Mohammed A Bumarah
Josh Thomas Buraczewski
Nichole Aileen Chaim-Lopez
Kanwar Bikramjeat Chawla
Michael Terrence Constable
Hazzeem Cordash
Matthew Ryan Deacon*
Angel DeJesus Ortiz
Belle Colleen Dionido
Orando Shelton Drake
Ashley R Drzewiecki
Zachary Oliver Dunn*
Byron Edwards Sr
Adam Eissa
Rajab Rafat Elsharef
Erik Joseph Erlandson
Joshua Estell
Jacob Patrick Ford*
Alyssa Jo Frisch
Anna Victoria Fronk*
Miguel Garcia Jr
Alexander Gersch
Brianna Elizabeth Geurts*
Graden Gibson*
Michael Patrick Goulder
Sophia Marie Governatori
Wyatt Graczkowski
Nate Daniel Griepentrog*
Jacqueline Hammond*
Jacob Ryan Hanson*
Samuel James Hauke*
Griffin Blake Hawley
Zachary Hepner*
Zachary Cole Herbert
Alex Chad Hergott
Maggie Kay Herms*
Marvin Hossain
Nathan Jiahui Huang
Corey Christian Huffman*
Halah Rose Zajari Idrissi
Kyle Phillip Ihrke
Mason Ihrke
Andrew Jeffry Innerbere*
Kellen Alexander Johnson
Thomas Paul Johnson
Dimitrije Jovanovich
Ramprasad Karanam
Yash Kavchale
John William Kelliher*
Alidz Asghig Khaligian*
Joshua Sol Knight
Eric Kobelt
Christian Edward Koons
Seth David Kornelsen
Joshua Allen Kosky*
Joseph Thomas Kraut
Riley Jon Krueger*
Zachary Krueger
Elijah Jordan Kruse*
Mitchell Scott Ladwig
Stephen Charles Lasinis
Frank Joseph Lauerman
Matthew Ryan Lawrence
Mason Maxwell Leedle
Loiwnet Joseph Lemenyete
Payton Leonerdelli
Nathan Leverence*
Griffin Lowder
Nicholas Christopher Luedtke
Vaishnivi Rao Manikonda*
Bendik Armitage Mann
Steven Alan Manthey*
Milad Masoodi
Omer Kaan Mat
Grace Elizabeth Mayes*
Zachary Matthew McFarland
Michael Joseph McLaughlin*
Patrick James Mcsorley Jr
Raul Medina Castello*
Shriya Mehrotra
Matthew Daniel Meyer
Andrew Lawrence Michalski
Ryan Alexander Mikulsky*
Richard Mogilka*
Kevin Michael Monahan*
Anaiah Moore
Julian Ignacio Moreno-Johns
Soham Nandi
Joshua Chibuzo Nathaniel
Dane Jeseritz Nelson
Kurtis Nydahl
Benjamin James Olsen*
Joshua Tyler Olson
Jeremy J Oommen
Christian Orupeza
Chayank Pawar
William Poellot*
Elise Prange
Isaac William Preston
Noah Joseph Rastall*
Phani Ram Teja Ravipati*
Nash Nelson Rettler
Andrew Thomas Rich Jr*
Ann Richards
Alexis Deborah Ann Richardson
Cayla Ann Robinson*
Claire Louise Roca
Jose T Rodriguez Jr
Brian Timothy Roeder*
Sean Robert Roscoe
Francesca Ruelas
Maram Saeed Saleh*
Nathan David Samuelsen*
Julie Sandria
Carolyn Ruth Scharnick*
Hannah Eileen Schroeder
Zachary Lee Schulting
Adam Schultz
Hudson See*
Thomas William Sewart
Ian Nicholas Sobojinski
Dylan Steven Statler
Parker James Stelter
Nicole Stoessner*
Serenity Faye Sullivan
John Svoren
Tyler Jacob Swenson
Zach Michael Thomsen
Kevin Tong
Sean Treleven Benet
Jacob George Tzortzos
Benas Urbietis
Demi Urive
Matthew Douglas Utter*
Nathaniel Ray Valentine
Kathryn Mary Van Booven*
Jenna Marie Van Hoogstraten
Leobardo Ismael Villagomez
Tyler Jacob Vincent
Zachary James Walensa
Riley Evan Ward
Jacob Robert Weber
Benjamin Ian Wensing*
Patrick Whalen
Michael Wilke
Felix Jean Woehl
Isaac Mark Wolf*
Timothy S Xiong
Touxi Xiong
Alexander Yang
Ruben Alexander Zavala Jr

*Awarded Commencement Honors
SCHOOL OF
FRESHWATER SCIENCES
Dean Rebecca Klaper
Bachelor of Science
Charles Robert Carignan*
Luke Raymond Didier
Tyryn Jacob Garza
Antoni Grace Haupt
Emma Katherine Linhares*
Jacob Arthur Peterson

COLLEGE OF
HEALTH PROFESSIONS
AND SCIENCES
Dean Kim Litwack

SCHOOL OF BIOMEDICAL
SCIENCES & HEALTH
CARE ADMINISTRATION
Bachelor of Science
Carolyn Ruth Abraham
Sonia Afrose*
Alia Samreen Ahmed*
Mustafa Ahmed*
Tsneem Abdulhakeem S
Al Neemer
Javier Alavez*
Lauren Jennifer Anding*
Cassandra Cecilia Arndt
Juanita Arroyo
Erik Asuma
Elizabeth Aures*
Lubna Baig
Noah Thomas Baker
Mason Barribeau*
Madisen June Bell
Joshua Berceau*
Olivia Lynne Blake*
Christel Block
Natalie Block*
Brian Blong*
Verica Bojovic
Kelly Marie Bongratz*
Alondra Brambila
Tori Rosalez Brandenburg
Marissa Ann Bray*
Emily Elizabeth Bryan
Samantha Evelyn Budney
Adam Pascal Butler
Kira Cain
Jovana Cakic*
Michele Caron*
Shawn Thomas Carwardine*
Hailey Cicha
Alyssa Jean Cunningham*
Ross Daniels
Allison Doerfer
Taylor Elizabeth Duke
Brooke Faletti
Ellie Farrell
Elizabeth Anne Fenelon*
Grace Angeline Feucht
Abbigayle Lynn Frambs*
Lauren Marie Gaie*
Emilee Laurin Gillam
Jacquelyn Rose Giorgi
Rachel Ruthann Goedderz
Crystal M Goehrs
Jessica Ann Griesbach*
Taylor Hasselbring*
Caitlin Rae Hassler
Sara Christine Havlichek
Sterling Paul Eugene Heit
Amanda K Hibbs
Natalie Horner
Rebeka Karolina Tvuna Hufen
Hailey Marie Johnson
Nadia Dawn Kaster
Katherine Koehler
Jada Catherine Kohn*
Kristina Olga Konovchenko
Allison Marie Kreft*
Jennifer T Kreuzer*
Kirk James Kurer
Zachary Lane
Kong meng Lee
Mallory Renee Levenhagen
Laurie Ann Makinen
Haley Rae Marking
Riley Zane Marks
Aubrey Elizabeth
McCallum*
Russell Charles McCammon
Kaitlyn Patricia McDonnell
Josie Lynn Nemeth*
Erica Oberoi*
Lauren Elizabeth Olejnik
Olivia Noemi Ortiz*
Jenna P Parker*
Avani Patel*
Rachel Catherine Pavek
Alexis Kimberly Peterson*
Star Purdle
Dallan Roberto Quigley
Daysia Marie Reid*
Wynet Reynolds
Jessica Esther Rivera
Ivette Rodriguez
Rayanna Rogers
Tracy Rohlik
Sarah Rolfs*
Carolyn Sabady
Paige Seay*
Iqra Azhar Shah*
Katelynn Rose Shirley*
Isabella Brook Sinnaeve*
Kelly Korinne Smith
Su San Naalala Soe*
Matthew Sostock
Pierce James Spencer
Mary Star
Sophie Kae Straub*
Jack James Strey
Sanjana Sunkara
Shannon Rebecca Surface
Molly Marie Taft
Jessica Marie Thornton
Nicole Marie Tomomitsu*
Truc Ngoc-Kelly Tran
Taylor Tranel*
Kabrea Treleven*
Nicole Jean Tushaus*
Amy Tylinski*
Chloe Uphoff*
Aysia N Yang
Gaoyeeng Sayaoovong Vang
Brooke Vase*
Sydney Verastegui
Matthew George Von Oepen
Mai Lig Vue*
Breanna Suzanne Wagner*
Sarah Lynn Walker*
Sherry Walker
Niyah Lachell Wallace
Jinelle Arianna Walugembe
Azreil Terrain Watson
Jinelle Arianna Walugembe

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Jamie Jo Williams*
Benjamin Xiong
Faith Ka-Sia Xiong
Naomi Yang
Marisa Lina Zimmermann*
Ariana Zuraski

SCHOOL OF NURSING
Bachelor of Science in Nursing

Marwa Ibrahim Abu-Arqoub*
Adelayda Acosta Zapata Galicher
Isabelle Grace Anderson
Sydney Katherine Anderson
Emma Elizabeth Atkins*
Alexandria Baranova
Hailey Basina*
Ella Beth
Khadejah Bloomfield*
Christian Mark Bocik*
Alyssa Taylor Bockelmann
Destiny Jewel Bondowski
Janae L Borom
Kathryn Nicole Boyd*
Bria Finess Brame
Szilvia Braun*
Braedon David Brehm*
Traci L Brummer*
Matthew Bucher*
Gracie Laine Bunker
Abigail Grace Canfield*
Gail Marie Carroll
Randall Eugene Carter
Alicia Elizabeth Cera*
Marissa Lin Cortez
Garrett Cox*
Skylar Rae Critzer*
Owen Joseph Dailey
Benjamin Davre*
Alexis Marie DeLaat
Erik Michael Diedrich*
Nghia Gia Hoang Tan Dinh
Jada Ashley Donaldson*
Elizabeth N Dubinsky*
Joshua Robert Dymond
Abigail Kristine Erickson*
Clara Marie Erickson*
Macy Quinn Farnsworth*
Mikayla Anne Feest*
Kaysie Elizabeth Fiel*
Sophia Mayer Flaminio*

Tyler John Fritsch
Brooke Mary Gantz*
Katelyn Gauger*
Eleanor Grace Gentilli*
Shelby Sophia Leona George*
Kayla Brooke Golden*
Shane F Gosset
Keena Graziano
Sydnie Paige Gribble*
Fernanda Guerrero*
Cayla Ray Gutche*
Diana Guzman
Jacob Hahn*
Taryn Michelle Hale
Elizabeth Ann Hammond
Alexandria Hardy
Alexia Elizabeth Harrison*
Madeline Helen Haucke*
Madison Elizabeth Heck*
Kayla Marie Heinze*
Eleanor Sophia Henry*
Desiree Herron*
Mary Hopper*
Frances Horner*
Adrianna Sabina Huarota
Alyssa D Hunter*
Sara G Jaber*
Raggad Jabr
Elizabeth Nichole Joachim*
Abby Jayne Joehmsen*
Keely Maureen Johnson
Melissa Johnson*
Denise Johnson-Blair
Sophia Joseph
Kristin Elithi Kays
Samar Khan
Rachel Leigh Kichefski
Carolyn Mary Kiefer
Noelle Klatt*
Lauren Kaitlyn Kortbein*
Katie Marie Krueger
Madisyn Elizabeth LaFave*
John Lavery
Claire Elizabeth Lawrence
Breanne Rose Lenhart
Rebecca Lindgren*
Paola Lundeen
Kelly Marie MacArthur*
John Maliszewski
Chloe Ann Marichal*
Morgan Skyler Mayer
Laine E McKinney Schmitt*
Kathryn Elizabeth McLaughlin*
Jack Jeffrey Meixelsperger*
Andrea Mercado*
Jenessa Elisabeth Miller*
Meghan Ashlee Morrison*
Jenna Mudge
Mariam Turki Mustafa
Amanda Neldner
Ava Rose Neumann
Citalll Nicolas
Roseannah Lynn Niskanen*
Tracy Ann Norman
Olivia Hayes Nuechterlein*
Emilie Claire Nugent*
Olivia Jean Otto*
Aoua Ouattara
Ashley Pach*
Alyssa Brianne Parraz
Jazmine Gina Parrilla*
Faith Peavy
Emily Rose Penzkoever*
Emma E Peterson
Michelle Lynn Petrie*
Nicholas Nikita Pouro*
Fiona Theressa Prechel
Anna E Preston*
Samantha Lynn Ramlow*
Kelly Richardson
Maya Ann Rogne
Isabelle Marie Roig*
Isabella Adamari
Rybakowicz*
Muna Sabha*
Amaya Lynn Salek*
Comfort Osifunmibe Saliu
Caitlin Josephine Schlicht*
Jordan Schmeling
Abigail Schmidt
Haley Schultz
Sidney Selness
Jung Gyu Seo
Kylie Caroline Sieth
Gretchen Sloan
Claire Patrice Solderwagner*
Mia Arianna Starks
Shelby Lynn Stelzer
Dariana Kiara Stewart
Sidney Elise Stull*
Victoria Elizabeth Surerus*
Sydney Christine Swanson*

*Awarded Commencement Honors
continued

SCHOOL OF NURSING

Hannah E Thorpe
Slavomira Tomka*
Brittney Wella Centinales
Tongco
Adrienne N Upthagrove
Beyonca Celeste Vargas
Brianna Marie Vela
Madelyn Anne Wade*
Crystal Gail Wakker
Karly Walker
Felicia Wangen
Alexa Joyce Wegener*
Nicole Marie Wegener*
Jennifer Jacqueline Wendlandt
Kaleigh Ann West
Ethan Myles Whitaker
Judith Ann Wightman
Meghan Kristine Williams
Jason David Zabel
Grace Madeline Ziehm*
Samantha Zierler

SCHOOL OF
REHABILITATION
SCIENCES &
TECHNOLOGY
Bachelor of Science

Diana J Alanis
Isabella Nancy Allen
Natalie Bruer*
Elizabeth Tenney Cassell
Samantha Ann Coron*
Taylor Simone Davis
Savana Ann Flanders
Sydney Marie Franks*
Kendyl Marie Froberg*
Pahola Gonzalez-Gomez*
Teagan Marie Graber*
Kayla Nicole Harris-Schuster
Erin Mei Heidenreich
Jesse Alexander Hertzke*
Brandi Alyse Huisman
Esther Mary Johnson*
Cassi Leann Kornely
Alexis Rose Lannoye*
Kristen Jessica Monaco
Megan Kathleen Moran*

*Awarded Commencement Honors

COLLEGE OF
LETTERS & SCIENCE
Dean Scott Gronert
Bachelor of Arts or
Bachelor of Science

Emma Rose Murray*
Natalie Elizabeth Olsen*
Madison Ann Permann*
Brielle Molly Rauen
Isabel Nicole Richling*
Trista Ann Ripp*
Gretchen Carol Schmidt
Chloe Rebekah Steber*
Kathryn Nicole Swenson*
Emma Van Daele*
Aleena Binu Vayalil
Nadia Tran Vo*
Olivia Rose Wehner*
Gracie Ann Williams*
Lauren Willing

Yasin Nicole Bah*
Amy Grace Bajley*
Ian Baker
Anthony Balboa
Ainsley Elea Baldwin Zurek*
Lauren Malay Banaag*
Ashley Elizabeth Barabas
Chassidy Jamira Barnes
Frida Guadalape Barrientos*
Sophia B Bartolameoli
Josette Contessa Bavlnka
Madeline Beaudoin
Alicia Janae Below
Derek Stephen Bennethum
Mira Marian Beranek*
Mackenzie Marie Bergemann*
Henry David Berger*
Zaharra Beyah
Tyler Thomas Bilski
Lauren Blair
Benjamin Jerome Blitz*
Jordan D Blitz*
Alyssa Blockel
India Blunt
Ryan Mark Boeckelman
Olivia Ann Boesen*
Allie Delaney Boettcher*
Serena Ann Bojariski
Arran Robert Borkowski
Jake Louis Boudreau
Noelle Kaya Bougie*
Kennedy C Bowman
Zachary Guy Brandt
Reece W Brantley*
Michelle Elise Brehm*
Adam Brener
Teresa Breyer
Adam Jon Bristol*
Benjamin Gerard Brochhausen
Nathan Thomas Brown*
Jonathan Browne*
Mariah Broutte
Madelyn Mildred Bunzel
Preston Richard Burdett*
Melissa Marie Burger*
Cody Burt*
Serena Aurelia Bustamante
Sydney Butow
Christopher Robert Butzen*
Emma Therese Cairns
Eugenio Calderon Rodriguez*
Samantha Maria Calderon*
Laura Ann Carlton
Delaney Rae Carolan
Matao F Casarez
Madelynn Marie Cascone
Joseph Caserta
Aidan Scott Cashman
Nicholas Carl Cavaliero
Genavy Galvan Cervantes
Jillian Cervantes*
Brandon Cha
Catherine Charnon
Christopher Chesnic
Martin Atticus Chikos
Ethan Chandler Christensen
John Andrew Clayton*
Abby Marie Cline*
Brionne Cobb*
Jordan Alonzo Coles
Angelina Collura*
Melwin Yeriel Colon Olivo
Bridgette McKenzie Consoer
Rachel Marie Corgiat
Bryan Corvera*
David Ellis Cox III
Elena Crownower
Zoe Kristine Cryns
Erin Rose Cummings
Kasserena Kry Cvikel*
Adrenn Francis Dacanay*
Dante Darrow
Blake Edward Daul*
Andrea Davenport
Kinsey B Davis
Megan Ashlee Davis*
Sian de Beer
Gabrielle de Gail*
Maelyn Grace De Jong*
Herbert De Leon
Jazmin De Leon*
Delaney Rose DeLeske*
Lauren Deschler
Jonah Morty Detoro
Olivia DeValkenaere*
Paige Lee Devenport
Thierry Cyprien Diatta
Maggie Virginia Dobbs*
Kleida Doci*
Colleen Dooley*
Emma Rosemary Dorcy*
Nicole Marie Doxtator
Milica Draca
Christopher David Drazek-Loosier
Sebastian Alexander Drobny
Molly Elizabeth Drosen*
Ilisia Mari Du Mez
Yasmin Dualeh
Adam William Dwyer Jr
Benjamin Robin Dysland
Jordan Taylor Easterlin*
Nathan Ebersole*
Abigail Helen Egger
Julia Elizabeth Egly*
Paige Marie Ehmke
Megan Elizabeth Eliszewski
Daena Mae Ellington
Ibrahim Mahmoud E Elyas
Marcella Marie Endres
Naomi Esquivel
Emily Rae Evers
Ameer Saed Eweisi*
Eliza Vuctoria Fach
Cloey Ann Fare
Ainsley Wells Feigles*
Elvira Felipe-Fercano
Mary Collette Felli*
Chikashi Rose Fendt
Colin Michael Fengier
Halea Fields
Brian Nicholas Finch
Saige Elizabeth Fink
Ruby Fischer
Alexander Matthew Fisher*
Victor Micheal Florez
John Michael Folena*
Matthew Forman
Sebastian Fortis
Ariel Rose Fountain*
Kailey Alissa Frank
Nakeya Maree Franklin
Christopher McKenzie Freedy
Brenna Victoria Frey
Dane Frieburg*
Avalynn Joy Friedrichs*
Georg Vincent Frisch III
Jade Elizabeth Fuhrer
Grayson Funk*
Aidan Michael Gallagher*
Nicholas Terrell Gamble
Alexandra Garcia
Sylvia Amber Garcia
Isabella Rose Garzez
Jasmine Alexus Gauger
Gabriella Rose Genova
Grace Gentz*
Donya Ghasemi Vaghar*
Anna Marie Gipple
Logan Glembin*
Isabel Kathryn Gonzalez*
Kristopher Charles Goodrum Jr
John Terrance Gorzalski*
Whitney Lynn Graham*
Austin James Graves
Megan Jacqueline Greenley*
Douglas Griesbach
Morgen David Griffin
Thomas William Griffith
Julia Elizabeth Grosse
Teri Groth
Alyssa Grundl*
Hannah Linn Gulledge*
Patricia Dorothea Gunawan*
Karen Yajaira Gutierrez
Nessrine Hachani
Gabriella Lisa Haen
Grace Marie Hahn
Ashley Ann Hale*
Dominic Ham
Fares Ayman Mahmoud Hamad
Luke Hansel
Helix Jackson Hanson*
Sherwood L. Hard
Isabella Harris
Gerald Hartman
Cameron Robert Hayes
Serena Grace Hegle*
Kaitlyn McKenzie Hein*
Hanna Lee Helker
Nile Rai Hendrix-Whitmore
Spencer Paul Heney
Sarah Belle Henke
Emma Eileen Henson
Kesiah Marie Hepp
Kathy Pa Nhia Her
Max Michael Hermann
Dejesus Francisco Herrera
Meredith Anne Hetzer*
Andrew Owen Hickok*
Nicholas Eugene Higley*
Gabrielle Louise Hildebrand*
Amanda Christine Hill
Jamie Webber Hinkle
Bailey Hintz*
Ireland Louise Hinze

*Awarded Commencement Honors
continued

COLLEGE OF
LETTERS & SCIENCE

Deja Taylor Hitt
Isabella Gabrielle Jane Hodgen
Abigail Elizabeth Hodkiewicz
Shauna Mae Hoff*
Amanda Leigh Holzer*
Casey Hoover
Avery Lyn Horn*
Savannah Grace Horstman
Abigail Ann Houck*
Kristin Marie Huelsbeck*
Kaitlyn Frances Hungelmann-Skiba
Andrew James Hunter
Ethan Alexander Hurvitz*
Vanessa Huss*
Trevor Inglese
Aymen Ibrahim Issa
Nicole Chantell Ivory
Justin Charles Michael Jarumbo*
Michael Steven Jass Jr
Adam Prescott Jeep
Amber Elaine Jesko
Alexis Christine Johnson
Emilee Marie Johnson
Jillian Jennifer Johnson
Marcellus Andre D. Johnson
Tara Kristine Johnson*
Bailee R Jones*
Julia Claire Jones
ZaVeon Jones*
Hannah Margaret Jorgensen
Amanda Jozwowski
Lexie Juopperi
Josephine Sarah Jurack
Jessica M Kania*
Henry Bradford Kappeler
Anna Grace Karam
Zoe Anna Karampelas
Dina Ahmad Karim*
Daniel Evan Karl*
Myleah Rayne Keller*
Samantha Grace Kelley*
Reese Shannon Keyser*
Jayne Timothy Kilander*
Andrew J Kim*
Taeyhong Kim
Ronnii Cher King
Ariel Jolie Kinney*

Dalin McLean Kirn
Caitlin Carolyn Kitchen
Livia Klechefskei*
Autumn Love Klemencic
Kate Elizabeth Kloster*
Heather Kluczykowski*
Grant Inacio Klusmann
Cameron Lyn Knoll*
Marissa Catherine Knopick
Grace Aniah Knox
Emma Rose Knutson
Gilbert Edward Koelsch
Wyatt Frank Koelsch*
Charles Kolleenberg
Christian Edward Koons
Garrison Victor Kozlowski
Kathleen Flynn Kozlowski
Clayton Joseph Kress*
Alesha Kristoffersen
Evan Tanner Krueger*
Leah Lucille Kuester
Reagan R Kunesh*
Kirsten Kupstis
Mara Lake
Roland Lam
Reid Alan Lancaster*
Chloe Jade Lange*
Juliana Alicia Lara*
Stephen Charles Lasinis
Alexandra Mabel Lato*
Vanessa Ann Laundrie*
Caleigh Valentine Laurich*
Emma R Le Cloux*
Kayla Michelle Le Feber-Fountain
Olivia Norene Leary*
Zoe Chenoa Leda
Karen Lee*
Samantha Leigh Lemke
Zachary Todd Lewan
Phillip Lewis Jr
Jessica Celess Liddell-Collier
Jack Bradley Lindaas
Tabitha Ann Lindstrom*
Maxwell Lollis*
Eboni Leeann Lomax
Alyson Lopez
Wendy Lisette Lopez
Reese Amber Losieccka*
Dana Richelle Low
Xiayou Marie Lowery*
Tony Lucchesi
Alexander Luger*

Cing Tawi Lun
Bryce Aaron Lyuster
Nancy Laren Macdonald*
Axel S Macedo
Jurga Mackoniene
Tanya Madsen*
Daniel Mahrt
Haley Marie Maki*
Bo Ann Malames*
Avery Rose Malicki-Czaplewski*
Suha Malik*
Patrick Rodriguez
Mangalindan
Rachel Elaine Martin*
Jennifer Martinez
Nicole Martinez*
Kevin Massiah
Jason Mayer
Mira Danielle Mayer
Anna Anesu Mazvimavi
Ean William McBride
Susan McClung*
Joseph Nicholas McKenzie*
David Richard Mell*
Mario Angel Mendez
Isaias Merino Olivera
Brett Mitchell Meyer*
Edward George Meyer
Christopher Michael Michalski
Sydney Alexis Michalski*
Evan Anthony Miller*
Jack Anthony Miller
Jacob Michael Miller*
Zhane’ Solange Miller*
Keshawn Kavion Molette
Melanie Carol Monaco
Anthony Montano*
Lily Mooney
Leona Berry Moriarti*
Brynn Moseley*
Christina Mundschau*
Michel Mpoyo Mwanza
Tessa Josephine Naylor*
Makeyla Ann Neely*
Steven Neitzke
Kara Nicole Nelsen*
Anders Nelson
Benjamin Newton
Han Nhat Nguyen
Phong Nguyen
Shane Lee Nicolas
Brigitte F Noffsinger

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Gianna Marie Noffsinger  
Christina Rose Nolting*  
Sarah Marie Novak*  
Teresse Marrie Nunez  
Conner Milan Nyiri*  
Paige Elizabeth Nyiri*  
Margaret O'dell  
Ryan James Oeffling  
Aika Okado*  
Hannah Marie Olenchek*  
Emily Christine Olson  
Jennifer E Olson*  
Julie Olson*  
Dayanara D Ortiz*  
Olivia Noemi Ortiz*  
Mackenzie Elizabeth Owens  
Michael Evan Owens  
Caleb Pacheco*  
Christopher Page  
Andrew Pagel*  
Gabrielle Faith Pagliocca  
Anne Jazmine Davi David  
Panganiban*  
Juan Carlos Pantoja Magana*  
Alexandra Cole Pascarella*  
Noah Mitchell Paszczak  
Rahshenia Patrick  
Kain Triston Pearson  
Riley Pedriana*  
Maria Peralta-Arellano  
Duncan Grant Petoske  
Paige L’Amor Phillips*  
Anh Phung*  
Dylan Bradley Pierce*  
Katrina Anastasia Pike*  
Dz’ena Lynn Plesac  
Adam Poppie  
Joanne Mary Potter*  
Akash Pradeep  
Kyle James Price*  
Ceridwen Pruitt*  
Haridhra Radhakrishnan  
Hazel Reese Ramos*  
Grace Emma Beth Ramus  
Michael Rana  
Natysya Reed  
Jamie Kathryn Regnier*  
Olivia Morgan Reilly  
Elizabeth Audrey Reiss  
Max Renfro  
Amy Noelle Reyes*  
Benjamin Eric Rian  
Hassan Richardson*  
Anahlia Nadine Rivera*  
Ellen Roder  
Francisco Miguel Rodriguez  
Juan-Jose Rodriguez-Mora  
Derek James Rohrer  
Grace Caroline E Roland  
Rosa Romero  
Alexander Lloyd Rost  
Maija Roufus  
Alondra Ruiz  
Jaqueline L Ruiz  
Macey Renee Ryan  
Lucile Lauren Sackerson  
Nisal Dewmith Sahabandhu  
Mahmoud Abdelmonem Salah  
Melani Kate Salazar  
Elena Michelle Salvat  
Jose Manuel Sandoval  
Celeste Caribay Santiago Mee  
Khadijah Salah Sarsour  
Samantha Rose Satterfield*  
 Ethan John Sauer  
Nina Rose Savaglio*  
Maya Schaefer  
Michelle Suzan Schaeffer  
Anthony Martin Schauer  
Amelia Claire Scheiber*  
Samuel Scheurell  
Madeline Schifano  
Elizabeth Ann Schilling*  
Julie Schneider*  
Mya Louise Scholz*  
Abby Marie Schroder*  
Lindsay Schroeder  
August Rose Schuett  
Aurora Rayn Schultz*  
Tristan Allen Scranton*  
Isabel Scudella  
Victoria Marie Sellhausen  
John Michael Sengstock*  
Mariam Sergenian  
Stephanie Jasmin Severiano  
Camryn Mia Marguerite Seymour*  
Keinana Batool Shah*  
Brionna leisha Shaw  
Sophia Linn Shaw*  
Seemah Osamah Shelleh  
Shay Sieler  
Abigail Grace Sitte  
Rachel Lauren Skoczek  
Anders Leif Slattery*  
 Zoey Rose Socha*  
Aidan David Sodemann  
Bryttany Solis  
Haylie Bree Sonsthagen  
Jefferson Sosa  
Lara Spanie*  
Avery Nichole Sparacino*  
Sonia Jolie Spitz  
John Spoel  
Kelsey Marie Sponholz  
Adam T St John*  
Rebecca Angelique St.Ange  
Ryan Joseph Stankus  
Brady Alan Steinbrecher*  
Jordyn Lee Stephens  
Natalie Kay Stewart  
Brooke Lyn Stocks  
Latisha Stubbs  
Henry Dobson Stull  
Michael Sullivan  
Isabelle Rose Sussman*  
Kathleen Erin Swain  
Matthew Douglas Swihart  
Mariya Syed  
Tanya Tachon  
Samuel Joseph Tarman*  
Joseph Martin Tegge  
Panhia Thao  
Devon Thiel  
Dana Lynn Thomas  
Ezra Julian Thompson*  
Elpiniki Maura Tianis  
Haley Marie Timmerman  
Jordane Torres-Raby  
Alexandria Trajkovskij*  
Danielle Travis  
Madeline Anne Troy  
Monicabrett Tulod  
Tugba Turkoglu  
Scottlyn Cheyenne Turner  
Jessica Kathleen Tuszynski  
Mark Tutton  
Kylie Beth Ubersox  
Jaci Lynn Ulrich  
Dominique Olivia Vallee*  
 Arabella Angeline Vallee*  
Abigail Caroline Vanevenhoven  
Pahoua Vang*  
Miguel J Varela  
Miles Verban  
Candy Viaiya  
Alberto Imanol Vilchis

*Awarded Commencement Honors
continued

COLLEGE OF

LETTERS & SCIENCE

Sydney M Vinyard*
Leo Vogel*
Chiaki Nicole Vogt*
Samantha Voigt
Rebecca Frances Volpano
Sarah Marie Vondervellen
Claire L Voskamp
Jill Margaret Wachter
Kayla Lynn Waite
Abigail Rose Wampfler
Shaun D Wanzo
Zoe Wardle*
Wiktoria Wasik*
Grace M Wastlick*
Jada Marie Waters
Tabitha Marie Wechlo*
Kylee Rose Weihre
Brooke Weissenborn*
Alyssa Marie Wershay
Grace Mae Wheeler
Makayla Nicole White
Nicholaus Jeffrey Wiberg*
Haley Marie Wichman
Francesca Janae Wiley
Maeve Von Willey
Ariana June Wilson*
Isabella Catherine Wineke*
Ellissiah Nicole Marie Wittbrot
Ashley Wloch
Jacob Boyd Woloszyk*
Ashley Grace Woodworth
Katherine Janet Worthman*
Matthew James Worzalla
Samuel Wycklendt*
Jeremy Michael Wynne
Nicole Rae Wysocki*
Angelina Kaonou Xiong
Evan Sufang Yang*
Beatriz Yasaitis
Daniel C Yasaitis
Rhyannon Elaine Yates
Kelvin Yeung*
Fatima Yusuf
Thomas Zak
Molly Zehr
Gracie Honghu Zhong*
Ariana Jean Zimmerman
JOSEPH J. ZILBER
COLLEGE OF

PUBLIC HEALTH

Interim Dean Amy Harley
Bachelor of Public Health

Salvatore John Alioto
Aubrey Jayne Anderson*
Jenna Bailey
Connor Jacob Becker
Taylor Rae Bobber*
Dudion Braho
Isabella Lorraine Buettner*
Merritt Josefina Emily Butz
Stephany Narai Castaneda-Reyes
Brady Michael Cawthon*
Hanna Paola Chandler*
Sophie Ava Chudnow*
Jonathon Val Crofts
Joseph Crofts
Kayla Marie DeLapp
Kendall Grace Edwards
Kate Enriquez*
Kalvina Eubanks
Taatwar Abdullah Evans
Cassandra Ewig
Emma Grace Fumulak*
Ross Frank
Alyssa Marie Fritz*
Ariana Christine Hahn*
David Jonah Hamwi*
Gwendolyn Alice Hardy*
Isabella Rose Hart*
Morgan Danielle Harwin*
Madelynn Rose Hill
Joseph William Hoelzer
Logan Homburg*
Kimberly Rose Hudziak
Madison Mae Hughes
Maas Ifadha Rhima Jayah*
Michael George Justesen
Lana Judith Kling*
Krystal Joy Kloss*
Sela Rae Kreiling*
Kayla Rose Lane*
Bryan Deon Leconte
Amanda Lee
Keseanna Little
Kevin James Maciejewski
Max Edward Markowski*
Adriana Mae Marquardt*
Rylee Marie Mazur*
Emily Way Messer*
Timothy Benett Mitchell
Taylor Nicole Moss
Trinity Rosemarie Mueller
Kendall Elizabeth Nead
Fernando David Ortega Lopez
Joseph Michael Patnode
Mikayla Lynn Peardon*
Josiah Herman Porter*
Caleigh Dawn Potocki
Hannah Elane Pozezinski*
Tahya Cynthia Pozorski*
Desiree Nicole Roberts*
Arturo Sanchez
Mariela Santiago
Lydia Grace Scheidler
Sarah Corinne Schrader*
Elliot Greyson Seiler
Samantha Lee Sheldon*
Lauren Odelia Smith*
Hannah Sportiello*
Iva Stejskalova*
Layan Tabira*
Ethan Daniel Taylor
Tannis Thompson-Catlett*
Eileen Kathryn Tocco*
Chee Nou Vang
Tyler Ambrose Vela
Kortnie Lyn Volk
Sydney Kaitlin Wills
Allison Leigh Wozniicki
Afrah Mohamed Yafai*
Poinsettia Xavcug Yang
Alexis Marie Young*
Carter James Zawlocki

*Awarded Commencement Honors
ASSOCIATE DEGREES

COLLEGE OF GENERAL STUDIES
Dean Simon Bronner
Associate of Arts and Science

Elsa Inga Ager-Hart
Katelyn Alaimo*
Karen Nayeli Albanil*
Rachel Antonia*
Tiffany Atchison
Abel Bahena Jr
James R Baldus*
Joey David Baumann
Marisa Nicole Baumann
Anthony Michael Bellante*
Wyatt Bonne
Danielle Wadean-Marie Bowen*
Emma Cahala
Eliana Hope Campbell
Robert Carey-Peterson
Karissa Castano
Anne Caylor
Jesus Manuel Cervantes
Amari Cobb
Arturo Gabriel Colberg Riollano
Alexis Rayne Comstock*
Joanna S Contreras
Makenzie Lynn Denny
Marissa Deni Erdman*
Courtney Marie Erickson
Genesia Rae Fejeran
Jazmin Flores
Marianny galan Eustate
Matthew Gertz
Megan Graunke
Jack Samuel Graves*
Lakayla Faith Green-Jenkins
Anya Elizabeth Gregg
Kyle Gullickson
Esmeralda Gutierrez*
David James Heinisch
Kyle Henke
Emma Sue Henry
Melina Hollis
Kali Sage Hudock
Jordan Hughes*
Ava Marie Jakubowski*

Dallas Jerry Kenny Janssen
Ariana Pearl Kelley
Rebecca Jean Lab
Jose Manuel Lagunes Jr
Anna E Lane*
Matthew Ryan Langel
Mitchel Lavota
Mercedes Doua Chee Lee
Ella Marie Lewinski
Kalista Liepert
Alex Lindner
Kenia Longino
Elvan Lor
Evan Wolfgang Mader
Mallorie Mane-Herrera
Abigail Rose Marek
Andrew John Mason
Allison Danielle Massek*
Anna M Mccann
Chelsea Kay McNellis
Alejandra Mendoza
Alyssa Meronek*
Joshua Mijal
Quiairha Mitchell
Yasmine Lynn
Monsivais-Ruiz
Alexandra Nadya Mueller
Holly Lee Munion
Karina Esther Natzke
Anthony Negrin Carion
Madi Lynn Ohser
Eliana Jasmine Paik*
Jaden Park
Ella Pellegrino
Heather Jeanne Pertzborn*
Colin James Pham*
Lucy Plautz*
Trevor J Quigley
Taylor Riley*
Izabella Marie Robertson
Miles Andrew Royer
Weston William Ruidl
Eric James Schmidt*
Irailis Serra Garcia
Tina Sibila
Miya Noelle Skinkis*
Bella Rose Slotke

Dalton Alexander Smith
Jake Mcfallister Sokolowski*
Nicholas Paul Straka
Emily Susan Suber
Tricia Tarwater*
Jadon Richard Thornton*
Brittany Michelle Underwood
Josiah Eric Voight
Connor Bryan Voss
Ryan Wegs
Julie Marie Weinfurt*
Zoe Marcell Young

*Awarded Commencement Honors
**ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS**

*A special thank you to the dedicated UWM Volunteers and Staff who made Commencement possible.*

**COMMENCEMENT MARSHALS**

| *Gwyn Wallander-* Lead Marshal | Sharon Gosz | Trevor Rogneby |
| Margaret Anderson | Jennifer Gruenewald | Mingyu Sun |
| Marion Archer | John Holland | Delia Valentine |
| Andrea Azarian | Kierra Holst | Mia Valenzuela |
| Bob Barry | Marissa Jablonski | Hillary Vara |
| Courtney Bernd | Robert Karels | Tye Van Dyck |
| Shiraz Bhathena | Amanda Keyes | John Volz |
| Julia Bielke | Karen Krueger | Melissa Wagner-Lawler |
| Jay Blanchett | Beth Kucera | Katherine Waldoch Cougill |
| Mollie Boutell | Alberto Maldonado | Derek Webb |
| Caitlin Bowman | Cindy Marifke | Willaim White |
| Thorsten Curcio | Brian Marks | Anne Willis |
| Nicole Deacon | Yolanda Medina | Susan Wirka |
| Gabriela Dorantes | Ariana Myers | Krislyn World |
| Cathleen Fuller | Casey O’Brien | Mai Yer Yang |
| Shannon Freire | Erica Olson | Shideh Yavary Mehr |
| Christina Garza | Alayna Pernell | Emily Zahasky |
| Scott Genung | Mary Jeanne Peters | |
| Alfred Gomez | Mike Priem | |

**SIGN LANGUAGE INTERPRETERS**

Derrick Cainion  
Jill Kenehan-Krey

**UWM PHYSICAL PLANT SERVICES STAFF**

| Ty Branch | Jeff Jordan | Steve Wilke |
| Andy Dummann | Mike Proell | |
| Frank Ferrante | John Stern | |

**UWM POLICE DEPARTMENT**

A team of Officers from the UWM Police Department staffed Commencement to ensure a safe and enjoyable event for all. We thank the UWM Police Department for their service.

**COMMENCEMENT MANAGEMENT**

Marissa Steinhofer, Commencement Manager  
Tammy Howard, Assistant Secretary of the University

**CHANCELLOR’S STAFF**

Helaine Hickson, Executive Communications Officer
UWM STAFF VOLUNTEERS
Jake Azinger  Allison Libbey  Tracey Radloff
Carrie Driscoll  Sara Luellow  Carolina Svendsen
Anthony Helmke  Robert Marini  Samantha Westcott
Dorothy Kidwell  Brad Preder
Elijah LeClair  Jennifer Preder

PHOTOGRAPHS
Grad Images® is proud to support one of the biggest moments in a graduate’s life: walking across the stage and into the next chapter. With over 40 years of experience, we understand the importance of this moment and the desire to preserve these memories for a lifetime.

Finding your graduate photos after the ceremony is easy. Visit www.GradImages.com to view and purchase custom photo products like prints, plaques, specialty gifts, and more. Reach our Customer Service Department at (800) 261-2576 or ecc.giservice@gradimages.net.

COMMENCEMENT VIDEO
You may view today’s ceremony online at: https://uwm.edu/streamingvideo/commencements/

SOCIAL MEDIA
UWM wants you to share your commencement day. Graduates, family, friends and alumni connect with us on social media. Tweet us your commencement moments in real time by using the hashtag #uwmgrad. Share your commencement photos on our timeline facebook.com/uwmilwaukee. View all your tweets and photos at uwm.edu.
Please use the QR code below to share your plans with us through the First Destination Survey. This information not only lets us know how we are doing at making UWM graduates competitive in the job market, but also allows us to brag about where are graduates land. If you need any support at securing your first position, please contact us at careerplan@uwm.edu.